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Simpson & Vail, Inc. 
has been purveying the 
finest teas from around 
the world to thousands 
of satisfied customers for 
more than 93 years. Our 
tea descriptions can only 
suggest the subtle array 
of flavors each specially 
selected tea contains. See 
our website svtea.com for 
more information including 
geography, estate locations, 
brewing information, 
recipes and more.

About Our Teas: 
Simpson & Vail is happy 
to offer USDA Certified 
Organic teas, as well as 
many estate and blended 
teas. 

All our teas are certified 
Kosher.

Have a question about our 
teas? Please contact us at 
info@svtea.com or  
1-800-282-8327 

Tea Ordering: 
1 lb. prices follow each 
description. For smaller 
quantities, calculate prices 
as follows: ½ lb (divide 
by 2), ¼ lb (divide by 4), 
or 1 oz (divide by 16 and 
add 30¢). Note: Teas are 
packaged in protective-
lined bags. For 4 oz tins, 
add $3.75 to the cost of 
the 4 oz of tea.

Please call or visit our 
website for current prices: 
svtea.com

Herbal Ordering
See our herbal pages or 
website for pricing.

Our Guarantee
All of us at Simpson & 
Vail strive to offer the 
best possible service and 
products. If there is an 
issue with an order please 
let us know immediately 
and we will work with 
you on a fast, acceptable 
solution.

Happy Fall! As the leaves start to turn and the Summer season fades into a wonderful 
memory, we find ourselves, like the squirrels, preparing for colder temperatures and 

waning sunshine. We’re stocking our cupboards with teas to make us cozy and warm, 
coffees to enliven us on dark, chilly mornings and scrumptious foods to satisfy our 

tummies and our souls. We hope you had a lovely Summer and we hope this  
Fall season brings you joy!

-The Harrons

Black Tea 
Black teas are fully oxidized leaves from the 
Camellia Sinensis plant and are the most 
popular type of tea consumed in America. 
General Brewing: 3-5 minutes at 212ºF.

Black Tea Sampler Gift Box  
“Which delicious black tea to try first”? That will be the 
dilemma when opening this gift box that includes 10 
wonderful black teas; Assam Behali, Ceylon Lover’s Leap, 
China Golden Monkey, Colombian Sweet Wiry organic, 
James Joyce Blend, Java Malabar, Kenya Kangaita, 
Legacy Blend, Mrs. Grey’s Blend, and Nilgiri Korakundah 
organic. Each package makes approximately 6-8 cups 
and is labeled with the name of the tea and brewing 
information for each tea.   
#C0238 $30.95

Sri Lanka (Ceylon) 
Ceylon, Blackwood Estate, Organic  
Blackwood is a section of the Idulgashinna Organic Tea 
Gardens, which is the first organic certified garden in 
the world and is also Fair Trade certified. The gardens 
are located in the Uva region and produce their teas 
from July to September every year. The medium, black, 
twisted leaves brew to a pale golden cup with a light 
floral, sweet taste. A wonderful afternoon tea to savor! 
#T0754 $46.85/lb

Ceylon, Highlands 
This flavorful tea comes from the Dimbula region of Sri 
Lanka, in the lofty mountainous regions in the western 
part of the central highlands. The large black, well-
formed leaves brew to a bright amber cup with a rich 
full-bodied flavor and an oak-like finish. 
#T0802 $32.15/lb

Ceylon Idulgashinna, Organic 
This small bio-dynamic tea estate is found in a remote 
area of the Uva region of Sri Lanka at an elevation of 
over 5,900 feet above sea level. High winds that blow 
through this garden result in teas with distinctive tastes. 
These large twisted black leaves brew to a copper 
colored cup with a heady light floral aroma and a 
slightly sweet apricot taste. A great afternoon tea! 
#T1082 $61.45/lb  |  1oz $4.15/oz

Ceylon, Kenilworth Estate 
This well-known estate sits in the foothills of Sri Lanka’s 
western slopes, among lush green highlands and 
majestic waterfalls. The Kenilworth estate has gained 
worldwide fame for producing high quality teas. The 
long, wiry, black leaves produce a deep amber cup with 
an excellent body and a slightly sweet taste. 
#T0234 $29.80/lb 

Ceylon, Lovers Leap Estate
Local lore says that there is a cliff on the estate, located 
in the mountainous region of Nuwara Eliya in western 
Sri Lanka, where lovers would leap off if they were 
forbidden to marry, hence the name Lover’s Leap. The 
large, black twisted leaves brew to a light amber cup 
with a forest aroma and a smooth and mellow taste. 
#T0557 $37.55/lb

Ceylon, Mahagastotte Estate
High in the mountains of the Nuwara Eliya district of 
Sri Lanka, at an elevation of 6,200 feet, resides the 
Mahagastotte Estate. The name Mahagastotte translates 
to “place with large trees”. Their medium broken brown-
black leaves brew to a golden cup with a smooth and 
slightly sweet earthy taste that is reminiscent of the 
musky taste of raspberries.   
#T1081 $29.35/lb

Ceylon, Orange Pekoe
The medium sized black-brownish leaves, of this high 
grown Ceylon tea, produce a deep amber cup with a 
brisk, well-rounded, flowery taste. 
#T0002 $28.75/lb 

Ceylon, Small Leaf
Due to the small leaf size, this tea brews to a rapid 
infusion. It yields a deep amber cup with a smooth, 
light, flowery taste. Brew: 2 min. @212ºF.
#T0003 $22.40/lb 

Ceylon, Vithanakande Estate
This family owned and managed estate is located in 
the Ratnapura district of Sri Lanka, overlooking the 
Sinharaja rainforest. Their climate is perfect for growing 
these slender, black, twisted leaves that produce a light 
amber cup. The tea is smooth drinking, with complex 
flavors, and a full-body that has a slightly malty taste.  
Wonderful as a light breakfast tea or for afternoon 
enjoyment!  
#T0359 $44.90/lb

China  
China Black (Yunnan)
The slender, well-formed, tightly rolled, jet-black leaves 
yield an amber cup with a brisk, full-bodied and well-
rounded taste. 
#T0004 $22.15/lb 

China Black, Organic 
The large, black, well-formed leaves brew into long, 
twisted leaves that impart a sweet, brisk and well-
bodied taste. 
#T0582 $31.40/lb

China Black Sencha, Organic 
This unique black sencha tea is grown in the Zhejiang 
province of China.  The leaves are oxidized and then 
processed in the same manner as our classic green 
sencha. The long, straight toasty-brown leaves brew to 
a light golden cup with a delicate roasted taste that is 
mild and pleasant.
#T1084  $37.65/lb

China Cangyuan Yunnan, Organic 
This exquisite tea is grown in Cangyuan county, 
a remote location in western Yunnan.  The tea is 
comprised of long black and tippy leaves interspersed 
with ample golden buds.  It brews to an amber colored 
cup with the slight aroma of pipe tobacco and a 
smooth, creamy, slightly sweet full-bodied taste.
#T1016 $155.95/lb  |  1oz $10.05/oz

Autumn Harvest Tea Box   
Celebrate the Autumn season with these seasonal 
favorites: Apple Cinnamon French Toast, Chai, and 
Salty Caramel Pumpkin.  Cozy teas for sweater weather! 
This box contains 3 1oz tins of tea (enough to make 
10-12 cups of each tea) and contains a decorative card 
with tea descriptions, list of ingredients and brewing 
information. The clear top tins allow you to see each 
of the beautiful teas before making your selection. 
Packaged in a lovely black gift box and secured with a 
colorful band, these boxes make fabulous gifts!
#C0280 $26.95

Rustic Bakery Cookies  
Everything that makes Fall the best season from 
gorgeous foliage to festive traditions, are amplified in 
two of these cookie selections. 
4 oz. box $9.65/Each
#F2290 Pumpkin Spice 
#F2291 Maple Leaves

On our front cover: Roasted Chestnut – see page 21 
Carrot Cake Cupcake – see page 19

BLACK TEAS
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Formosa HoneyGolden MonkeyBLACK TEAS BLACK TEAS
China Golden Silk, Organic 
Grown in the Anhui province in eastern China, these 
large black, tippy leaves have the brewed aroma of 
gardens after a rain. The golden cup has a taste that 
is bright like a Chardonnay with an unusual malty 
(earthy) aroma and a slight sweet finish. You’ll enjoy 
this silky, smooth cup any time of the day!
#T1048 $92.40/lb  |  1oz $6.10/oz

China Zi Jun
This delightful black tea that is soon to become 
one of your favorites! Picked in mid-April, thistea 
captures the special flower flavors of Springtime. The 
resulting brew has a bright amber cup with a slight 
malty taste and a hint of sweetness. The fresh aroma 
that emanates from the cup is quite enticing!
#T1090 $78.55/lb  |  1oz $5.20/oz  

Golden Monkey
A superior Yunnan! These beautifully formed, long, 
twisted, golden tippy leaves brew to brown leaves with 
a floral aroma and a golden amber cup. The tea is very 
smooth with a brisk flavor. 
#T0951 $65.20/lb  |  1oz $4.40/oz  

Golden Yunnan Tippy Black, Organic 
From this renowned province in China comes this high-
grade organic wiry black tea. Like its name suggests, 
the tea has an abundance of golden tippy leaves. Brew 
for 5 minutes and you’ll soon be enjoying the light, 
clean mouthfeel taste of this tea, with notes of tarragon 
and mint, and a dry astringent finish.  
#T1113 $131.80/lb  |  1oz $8.55/oz

China Keemun
These slender black leaves are tightly curled and yield a 
full-bodied tea with a flowery bouquet. 
#T0005 $21.40/lb  

Imperial Yunnan  
Yunnan is a province in southwestern China that is 
known as the birthplace of tea. Their tea leaves are 
most distinctive in appearance with their fat buds and 
thick leaves. The black, golden, tippy leaves of this tea 
brew to a lovely amber cup, with a rich, full-body and a 
slightly spicy aftertaste. 
#T0472 $54.95/lb  |  1oz $3.75/oz

Lapsang Souchong  
Not for the faint of heart, you either like it, or you don’t! 
The large tea leaves are smoked by a unique pine 
process to produce an amber cup with a mellow smoky 
flavor. 
#T0009 $38.30/lb 

Mao Feng  
Mao Feng is a superior grade of Keemun tea that is 
grown in the Anhui province of China. The leaves are 
large and wiry and steep to a bright amber liquor with 
a smooth and velvety flavor and a sweet mellow after-
taste.  
#T0267 $98.00/lb  |  1oz $6.45/oz

Mini Tuocha Pu-Erh  
All the health properties of the leaf style Pu-erh 
are found in the approximate 1-inch round, black, 
individually wrapped mini bowls (bird nest shaped 
cakes). Each mini bowl brews to a burnt umber color 
and yields a full-bodied, earthy, peaty tasting tea. Brew 
one mini bowl per cup (capable of 3-5 steepings) 2-5 
minutes @212ºF (1oz = approx. 6 cakes)  
#T0806 $54.95/lb  |  1oz $3.75/oz

Pu-Erh, Organic 
The popularity of Pu-erh tea has been increasing mainly 
due to the many health benefits that are attributed to 
it. These large, slightly twisted, silver-black leaves, from 
the Yunnan province, brew to a dark copper color with 
an aromatic, earthy, peaty taste. 
#T0797 $62.15/lb  |  1oz $4.20/oz 

Pu-Erh Cakes, Organic 
From the Yunnan province in China comes these 
100gram cooked (Shou) pu-erh cakes.  Harvested 
in the Spring, the tea is fermented 45-50 days and 
then compressed into cakes in July/August. This 
smaller sized cake is perfect for traveling or home 
consumption.  To Brew: Break off enough tea to 
measure roughly 2 teaspoons, rinse the leaves in hot 
(but not boiling) water, then steep in boiling water for 
approx. 4-5 min. The deep amber cup emits a delightful 
musky aroma, with a strong peaty and earthy taste. 
#T1110 $39.40/lb 

Tippy Yunnan  
These slender, gold tipped leaves yield a full-bodied 
cup with an earthy aroma and a slightly smoky taste. 
Delightful as an early morning “cuppa”. 
#T0011 $27.25/lb

Tippy Yunnan, Organic 
The large twisted black leaves of this organic Yunnan 
brew to an amber cup with a smooth, medium-bodied 
taste. 
#T0803 $33.35/lb

Colombia  
The Bitaco Estate is located in the 
mountainous region of Colombia, in an area 
steeped in biodiversity, along the western 
slope of the Andes. The gentle mist from 
the mountains, rich soil, and ample rainfall 
all stimulate the growth of the tea bushes, 
producing teas with unique characteristics. 

Cacao Kisses  
Bitaco black tea is mixed with cacao husk and nibs to 
produce a uniquely flavored experience. The tea has a 
mellow chocolate aroma and taste that pairs well with 
its black tea base. 
#T1010 $73.80/lb  |  1oz $4.90/oz

Leafy Black, Organic 
These large, twisted leaves, when steeped, yield a cup 
that is sweet and mellow with a soft fruity character at 
the end of each sip.   
#T1014 $51.40/lb  |  1oz $3.50/oz

Tippy Black (T2), Organic 
This large, tippy-leafed black tea brews to an amber 
cup with a slightly malty taste, low astringency and a 
subtle smooth sweetness. 
#T1008 $68.90/lb  |  1oz $4.60/oz

Wiry Sweet Colombian  
Black, Organic 
The large, black wiry, slightly tippy leaves have a light 
malty aroma and brew to an amber cup. You’ll enjoy 
their smooth taste and their delicate fruity notes. 
#T0998 $59.10/lb  |  1oz $4.00/oz

Taiwan (Formosa)   
Formosa Honey Black  
This outstanding tea is produced in northern Taiwan in 
a small village near Pingling, close to Wen Shan. The tea 
leaves are bitten by a cicada, a non-harmful insect, thus 
producing a high degree of sweetness in the oxidation 
process. No insecticides are used on these uniformly 
styled jet black, tightly woven leaves that yield a copper 
colored cup and a smooth, full-bodied hint of honey 
taste. The uniformly styled jet black, tightly twisted 
leaves yield a copper colored cup with some malty 
aroma and a smooth, full-bodied, hint of honey taste. 
Amazing!  
#T1085 $214.20/lb  |  1oz $13.70/oz 

Lapsang Souchong  
Like the China Lapsang, the Formosan Lapsang is an 
acquired taste. The gray-black, slightly twisted leaves 
produce a bright orange liquor with a distinctive smoky 
flavor. This tea is heartier than its China relative.  
#T0010 $36.30/lb 

Georgia   
Georgia BOP  
This tea comes from a garden located in the south west 
area of Georgia. The abundant rainfall, fertile soil, fresh 
running water and clean air, make exemplary growing 
conditions for this tea. This small-leafed black tea 
yields an amber colored cup with a forest aroma and 
a smooth full flavor with a slight oaky taste. Perfect at 
lunchtime or as an afternoon pick me up.  
#T1068 $20.30/lb 

India  
Assam  
The black, twisted, slightly tippy leaves from this zestful, 
invigorating North Indian tea produce a deep copper 
colored cup, with a malty, mellow and full-bodied flavor. 
Assam is truly the Bordeaux of tea! 
#T0001 $24.20/lb 

Assam, Banaspaty Estate,  
Organic & Fair-Trade     
The Banaspaty estate is known for producing high 
quality orthodox teas. This organic black tea brews to a 
copper colored cup with a brisk malty taste that is full-
flavored and smooth. Destined to become a favorite, 
you’ll love sipping this delightful Assam throughout 
the day.  
#T1069 $38.90/lb 

Assam Behali Estate  
Located between the foothills of the Himalayas and the 
Brahmaputra River, this estate hosts remarkable scenic 
beauty. The black OP styled tea is interspersed with 
golden tips and brews to a full-bodied amber cup with 
a deep malty flavor. 
#T1109 $55.60/lb  |  1oz $3.80/oz 

Assam, Belseri Estate, Organic 
The Belseri Tea Estate is actually made up of the Belseri 
and Chardwar Tea gardens, which have 1500 acres 
under cultivation. This tea estate is one of the largest 
organic tea producers in northern Assam. The tea has 
medium-black leaves that brew into a bright amber 
cup. The tea has a creamy, malty, well-balanced cup.  
#T0891 $42.00/lb

Assam – Broken TGBOP  
This Assam tea from clonal bushes has been blended 
to create a hearty brew with traditional Assam 
characteristics. The dark amber colored cup yields  
a flowery, malty cup with a smooth taste.  
Brew: 2 min @ 212º. 
#T1078 $27.60/lb

Assam, Dikom Estate   
This is one of the oldest tea estates in Assam. Located 
in the heart of Assam’s tea growing area, it’s now a 
leader in sustainable practices, with concentration on 
conservation of both the gardens and in the eco-
friendly zones on the estate, conservation of wildlife, 
building healthy soil and pest management through 
use of companion plants. Their black, tippy leaves 
brew to a well-balanced amber cup, with a slight cocoa 
aroma, and a classic malty and slightly creamy taste.  
#T0929 $50.45/lb  |  1oz $3.45/oz

Assam Doomur Dullung Estate
An original Assam Company estate, Doomur Dullung 
means the “fisherman’s bridge” and is referred to as  
the “Jewel in the Crown”.  From this lovely garden, 
comes this CTC (cut, tear, curl) processed BPS (broken 
pekoe souchong) leaf.  It brews to a deep copper cup 
with a smooth, malty flavor.  Perfect on its own or you 
can add some to your favorite teas to create your own 
breakfast brew. 
#T1077 $32.50/lb

Assam Hathikuli, Organic 
Grown in a garden near the famous Kaziranga National 
Park, this large, slightly twisted black leafed tea 
produces a bright cup. The full flavor and brisk but 
smooth taste will make this a morning favorite.
#T1100 $37.55/lb

Assam Hatidubi Fu Soonga Smoked 
Similar to China’s Lapsang Souchong, but not as strong, 
this tea is smoked with local Indian woods instead of 
the Chinese pine wood. These long, well-formed black 
leaves brew to a copper colored smooth cup. The 
delicate smoke aroma and taste allow for the distinctive 
malty Assam taste to shine through. As the cup cools, a 
slight sweetness can also be found in the brew.
#T1070 $44.90/lb 
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Tanzania Luponde, OrganicDarjeeling DooteriahAssam, Harmutty Estate 
The Harmutty tea estate, located in the Northeast 
region of Assam, is one of the oldest tea gardens in 
Assam, dating back to the 1870’s. The golden tippy, 
uniform, well-styled leaves brew to a smooth and malty 
cup with classic Assam boldness. 
#T0914 $55.30/lb  |  1oz $3.75/oz

Assam Itakhooli Estate 
Grown from a clonal bush, this distinctive and delicious 
TGFOP black tea comes from the Tinsukia district of 
northeastern Assam. The well-formed tippy leaves brew 
to a deep amber cup with a smooth taste that has a 
natural hint of raspberry. Enjoy a delightful cup with 
breakfast or afternoon tea.
#T1076  $35.20/lb

Assam, Kopili Estate,  
Organic 
This estate is located in Umrangshu in the Mikir Hills, an 
extension of the Great Himalayan Range, at an elevation 
of 1800 ft. The Kopili gardens have benefited from the 
special climate and virgin soil of this sparsely populated 
region. The blackish tea leaves, with golden tips, brew 
to a bright copper liquor with a sweet musty smell and 
a bold malty taste. 
#T0278 $45.15/lb 

Assam Orangajuli 
This tippy-leafed Assam tea from the Orangajuli Estate, 
in Udalguri, brews to a bright reddish color with a full 
body and a smooth, sweet, malty taste.  
#T0039 $29.20/lb

Assam, Satrupa Estate,  
Organic  
This estate is located in the eastern-most region of 
Assam, close to the Myanmar border. The tea has large, 
black, twisted, tippy leaves that yield a bright copper 
cup with a creamy cocoa-like aroma, an abundantly full 
flavor and a strong malty taste.  
#T0621 $34.00/lb

Assam, Tonganagaon, Organic 
A delicious Assam! This small estate is located in 
Northeast India near the Namdapha National Park, 
which is recognized as one of India’s richest areas of 
biodiversity. The medium-black, slightly tippy leaves 
brew to a medium amber cup with a delightful, well-
bodied malty taste. 
#T0952 $39.75/lb

Darjeeling
Our house Darjeeling is a uniformly medium sized, 
tippy leafed tea that brews to a bright amber cup with 
a smooth medium body, pleasing citral tones and 
delightful champagne after-taste.  
#T0006 $44.80/lb 

Darjeeling, Dooteriah Estate - 2nd Flush
Picked between May and June, this tea has beautiful 
tippy, twisted, well-formed brown & black tea leaves. 
When brewed the resulting cup is bright amber with 
a delightful musk aroma and a taste that is sweet and 
floral with an oak-like finish.
#T0877 $48.35/lb 

Darjeeling, Margaret’s Hope Estate,  
2nd Flush 
The tea bushes from this renowned tea estate are 
almost entirely Chinese jat which accounts for the green 
tippy leaf appearance and the superb fragrance. The 
leaves yield an amber cup with a true Muscat flavor 
found only in rare Darjeeling teas. 
#T0041 $60.45/lb  |  1oz $4.10/oz

Darjeeling-Premium, Ambootia  
Estate, Organic    
Since 1861 these teas have been organically and bio-
dynamically produced. The medium twisted brown-
green leaves produce a full-bodied, bright cup, with a 
delicate, slightly sweet, champagne after-taste. 
#T0283 $50.55/lb  |  1oz $3.45/oz

Nilgiri, Korakundah Estate, Organic    
This organic tea comes from the Korakundah Estate in 
the Nilgiri region of southern India. The estate, founded 
in the early 1900’s, sits at 8000 feet above sea level, 
making it one of the highest tea gardens in the world.  
Certified organic, fair trade, bio-dynamic and rain forest 
alliance, Korakundah has a strong history of producing 
quality teas. This black tea has a forest, oaky aroma in 
the dry leaf and brews to a golden amber cup with a 
smooth, sweet, slightly floral taste. A perfect all-day 
drinking tea!  
#T1038 $23.60/lb

Indonesia  
Java Malabar Plantation 
This tea is cultivated at the foot of Mount Malabar, on 
the Island of Java. These wiry black leaves brew to an 
amber colored cup with a woodsy aroma. The taste is 
brisk and flavorful with a delicate maltiness and slight 
citrus notes.  
#T0374  $34.80/lb  

Japan 
Japanese Black, Organic 
Japan is celebrated worldwide for their fine green 
teas; however, there are Japanese growers producing 
exceptional black teas as well. These dark, twisted, 
organically grown leaves unfurl into stylish black leaves 
with a forest aroma. The tea brews to a medium amber 
cup with a smooth brisk flavor.
#T1055 $64.50/lb  |  1oz $4.35/oz  

BLACK TEAS BLACK TEAS

Kenya  
Kenya Kangaita   
These tea bushes are planted on the southern slopes 
of Mount Kenya and come from the Assamica variety 
of tea. Their medium-large sized black leaves brew to 
a deep amber cup with an oaky, woodsy aroma.  The 
well-rounded cup yields a medium bodied brew with 
an oaky, slightly malty taste and notes of orange.  This 
vibrant cup is strong enough for your morning brew 
and makes an excellent pick me up in the afternoon. 
#T1042 $28.40/lb  

Kenya, OP Malaika   
Malaika means “Angel” in Swahili. The medium-black 
twisted leaves, along with beautiful tippy leaves of 
white and golden hues, produce a bright amber cup 
with a heady aroma. The tea has a strong, full-bodied 
taste with delicious citral tones. 
#T0760 $34.60/lb

Nepal  
Nepal Kanchanjangha Noir,  
Organic 
Nestled in the foothills of Mt. Kanchanjungha, this tea 
garden produces a brisk black organic tea with fruity 
and floral aromas and a hint of caramel. Flavor notes of 
raisins, cherry, and dark chocolate are prominent in this 
unique tea. 
#T1114 $98.00/lb  |  1oz $6.45/oz

Nepal Gold  Pathivara, Organic 
Pathivara Gold tea consists of large black and golden 
well-formed leaves that brew to an amber cup with a 
delicate yet full flavored taste.  The astringency that is 
found in many high grown Himalayan teas is present in 
the cup although it is slight. The taste is smooth with a 
slightly sweet rose taste.  
#T1015 $120.00/lb  |  1oz $7.80/oz

Rwanda  
Rwanda, Rukeri Estate   
Located in the northwest area of Rwanda, the black, 
medium-twisted leaves brew to an amber cup with an 
earthy aroma. If you’re looking for a tea that is strong, 
brisk, full-bodied and has a slight astringency, then your 
search has ended. 
#T0950 $19.45/lb 

Tanzania  
Tanzania Luponde Black, Organic 
High in the Livingstonia Mountains, at 6,800 to 7,200 
feet above sea level, is one of the first certified organic 
gardens in Tanzania. These black OP leaves open into 
large brown leaves and when brewed have a slight 
cinnamon spice aroma. The amber cup has a bright taste 
with a good body and a flavorful slight tobacco taste.  
This well-balanced cup is a great way to start the day! 
#T1049 $34.35/lb

Vietnam  
Vietnam Black   
The infused brew from these jet black, medium sized 
leaves yields a sweet aroma. The golden cup has a 
distinctive spicy/nutty flavor. Enjoy this tea by itself or 
try blending with your other favorite black teas. 
#T0719  $30.25/lb  

Vietnam Ha Giang, Organic 
Our Vietnam organic black tea comes from the Ha 
Giang province in northern Vietnam along the Tay Con 
Linh mountain range. Grown at an elevation of 1300 
feet above sea level, the black, slightly tippy, leaves 
of this Vietnam tea brew to an amber cup with a mild 
astringency and a smooth, slightly earthy taste.  
A delightful afternoon cup!  
#T1017 $38.40/lb
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Houjicha, Organic

Sencha  
These slender dark green leaves have a fresh, vegetal 
aroma and produce a delicate green cup, which is 
sweet and slightly earthy in taste. Delicious when iced. 
#T0217 $24.30/lb  

Sencha, Organic 
A refreshing, slightly sweet, light vegetal tasting tea, 
with a delicate emerald-green cup, is produced from 
these flat, broad organic leaves.  
#T0583 $32.95/lb

Special Snow Dragon  
These leaves are a mix of green leaf and white downy 
(snow) buds. The aroma is fresh and vegetal. It brews to 
a pale green cup with a light, delicate floral taste. Truly 
exquisite! 
#T1022 $96.75/lb  |  1oz $6.35/oz

White Monkey  
These dark green leaves have fuzzy white tips that 
brew to a gray-green color with a delicate floral aroma. 
Delight your taste buds with this well-bodied and 
slightly flowery tea. Brew: 2 min. @ 165°F. 
#T0628 $88.70/lb  |  1oz $5.85/oz

Young Hyson 
Means “before the rains” in Chinese. The tea is 
prepared from young leaves, twisted in a long, thin 
style. The flavor is more full-bodied and pungent than 
other green teas, with a hint of sweetness. 
#T0021 $21.75/lb  

Colombia  
From 6000 feet in the Andes Mountains, 
gentle mists from the adjacent rain forest drift 
over the Bitaco tea estate to nourish their tea 
bushes. These climatic conditions and their 
volcanic soil produce superior green teas.

Green Leafy, Organic 
Low in astringency, these well-rolled leaves brew to a 
bright yellow/jade color with a sweet, nutty flavor. 
#T1009  $48.50/lb

Wiry Green, Organic 
The green wiry leaves have a delightful vegetal aroma 
and, when brewed,  yield a tea that is light yet still full-
bodied with a sweet slightly nutty taste.  
#T1006 $98.80/lb  |  1oz $6.50/oz 

 India   
Darjeeling, Ambootia Estate, Organic 
You’ll enjoy sipping a cup of this superlative tea, with 
its pale hues and refreshing aroma. The smallish green 
organic leaves impart a sweet after-taste, with more 
body than most green teas and the wonderful  
flavor of a fine Darjeeling. 
#T0272  $65.00/lb  |  1oz $4.35/oz

Japan  
Bancha  
This tea is a lower grade of Sencha that’s harvested 
later in the main picking season. The larger leafed tea 
produces a pale greenish liquor that has a fuller flavor 
than Sencha. 
#T0114 $41.25/lb

Houjicha, Organic 
The earthy and toasty characteristics of this organic 
Houjicha differs slightly from our regular Bancha 
Houjicha with a slightly better balance and smoother 
taste taste. Brew: 2 min. @ 180ºF.  
#T1103 $75.60/lb  |  1oz $5.05/oz

Genmaicha  
This tea is a mixture of a Sencha and popped Genmai 
(hulled rice kernels), yielding a light green cup with a 
smooth malty-barley taste.
#T0115 $55.75/lb  |  1oz $3.80/oz

Genmaicha, Organic  
This organic version of Genmaicha has the same 
characteristics as our regular Genmaicha and is sure to 
please.  Brew 1-2 min. @ 175ºF.  
#T1104 $82.80/lb  |  1oz $5.50/oz

Gyokuro Asahi  
A much prized tea from Japan! The long, needle-
shaped, deep-green leaves are produced from tea 
bushes that are shaded near the end of April, when 
the buds are about to bloom, and then harvested from 
only selected soft leaves. Gyokuro has a stronger aroma 
and mellower taste than Sencha. This tea lends itself to 
more than one infusion, without any loss of character. 
Brew: 1½ –2 min. @ 122-140ºF. 
#T0018 $118.00/lb  |  1oz $7.70/oz

Japanese Kabuse, Organic 
Kabuse, like Gyokuro, is a shade grown tea. The leaves 
are hand picked and shaded half as long as Gyokuro, 
approximately 7-10 days. The resulting tea is refreshing 
with a slight sweetness to the cup.  Brew 2 min. @ 140ºF. 
#T1105 $88.80/lb  |  1oz $5.85/oz

Japanese Kukicha, Organic 
Produced by a deep heating process, these medium 
and light green, uniformly straight cut leaves have a 
slight barley aroma. The tea cups to a pale green color 
with a medium body and a sweet barley-like taste. 
#T1054 $62.10/lb  |  1oz $4.20/oz

GREEN TEASGREEN TEAS

Green Tea
Green teas are brewed differently than black 
teas. First, start with cold tap water, heat the 
water until the steam starts to rise (175-185); do 
not allow the water to boil, as this will produce 
a more bitter or astringent taste. The higher 
the grade of green tea the cooler the water 
temperature should be for steeping. Green teas 
lend themselves to a second steeping. Simply 
steep each subsequent cup 15 seconds longer.

Green Tea Sampler Gift Box 
A sampling of green teas that’s sure to thrill a green tea 
lover or a person who wants to explore the delicious 
world of green teas! This sampler box contains 10 tasty 
green teas; China Sencha organic, Colombian Leafy 
organic, Crème de la Berry, Emerald Green Earl Grey, 
Japan Genmaicha, Japan Kukicha organic, Korean 
Jeoncha organic, Lvbaoshi (Emerald Green) organic, 
Pinhead Gunpowder, and Walt Whitman Blend. Each 
package makes approximately 6-8 cups and is labeled 
with the name of the tea and brewing information for 
each tea.
#C0239 $30.95 

Sri Lanka (Ceylon)
Green Blackwood Estate, Organic 
You’ll enjoy savoring the lovely citral notes found in this 
delicious organic green tea from the Blackwood Estate. 
The olive-green leaves produce a clear golden cup with 
a more full-bodied taste than most green teas. 
#T0786 $68.80/lb  |  1oz $4.60/oz

China  
China Mountain Green
From the Guizhou district in China, at an altitude of 
1400-1900 feet, comes this steamed green tea. Picked 
between May and June, the forest-green leaves brew to 
a delicate green cup with a fresh vegetal aroma and a 
light citral taste. 
#T1079 $20.30/lb 

Chunmee  
(Also called Chun Mei or Zhen Mei) The hard, slender, 
fine-curled, gray-green leaves brew to a yellow-green 
cup with a mellow flavor and a light plum aftertaste. 
#T0015 $21.70/lb 

Dragon Well (Longjing) 
China’s most famous tea! Dragon Well is grown in the 
fertile Longjing mountain area of Hangzhou, in the 
Zhejiang province. This mountainous region holds the 
cold currents from the north and the warm currents 
from the south, resulting in long periods of cloud 
cover. These ideal growing conditions produce what 
may be considered the best tea in China. Their flat, 
smooth leaves steep to an emerald-green liquor, with a 
distinctive sweetness. 
#T0016 $48.25/lb

Gunpowder Imperial Green  
One of China’s best-known teas! This tea was originally 
rolled into pellets (resembling gunpowder) to help 
keep it fresh for the long journey across the oceans. 
The silver-green, tender buds and tips are rolled into 
loosely balled pellets that brew to a light amber cup, 
with a good body and a light lemon after-taste. 
#T0017 $24.90/lb  

Gunpowder, Organic 
The olive-green pellets unfurl into long green leaves, 
with a pale green cup and a distinctive vegetal aroma. 
The cup is light, smooth and non-astringent, with a 
touch of earthiness. 
#T0378 $34.85/lb

Gu-Zhang-Mao Jian Green,  
Organic 
Harvested in the spring, this is one of the most delicate 
greens that we have tasted with a light, slightly sweet, 
fruity, rose taste. 
#T0344 $67.65/lb  |  1oz $4.55/oz

Lin Yun Downy  
You’ll delight in tasting this delicious green tea from 
the Guangxi Province in China. The beautifully styled 
elongated, tippy, gray-green leaves yield a bright cup 
with a light, fresh, vegetal taste. A wonderful afternoon 
tea! 
#T0871 $49.80/lb  

Lvbaoshi  (Emerald Green),  
Organic 
The small, dark-green, pinhead styled rolled leaves, 
brew into a pale cup with a fresh, unique and slightly 
sweet taste. 
#T1099 $63.50/lb  |  1oz $4.30/oz

Mao-Feng Green  
Grown in the Anhui province of China, this superior tea 
has long, wiry dark-green leaves that produce a pale, 
delicate cup with a light vegetal aroma. The taste is like 
a light China Keemun with a fresh green taste. 
#T0345 $62.15/lb  |  1oz $4.20/oz  

Pinhead Gunpowder  
When brewed, the small, tightly balled, silvery-green 
leaves open into large olive-green leaves. The tea has a 
medium body, with a very delicate hint of smokiness in 
the light amber cup. 
#T0332 $24.40/lb  

Rose Flowering Tea 
A spectacular tea! You’ll love watching this tightly 
compressed green and white ball open into large 
pointed leaves that surround a beautiful pink rose. The 
tea produces a light ecru cup with a light floral taste. 
#T0991 $135.40/lb  |  1oz (4-5 balls) $8.75/oz
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Pai-Mu-Tan

Japanese Cooking Matcha,  
Organic 
For more than 800 years Matcha has been a part of the 
Japanese tea ceremony. This cooking grade of Matcha is 
excellent to drink and is delightful in pastries, ice cream, 
drinks and more. The wonderful green color of Matcha 
is maintained when baked so you can create fresh and 
festive goodies.  
#T1101 $15.95/40 gm pkg

Matcha Tins 
This organic matcha originates from the Kagoshima 
Prefecture located at the southwest tip of Kyushu. The 
tea is shade grown, similar to Gyokuro, and ground into 
a powder using stone mills. Our matcha has an aromatic, 
vibrant, creamy green tea taste with no bitterness and 
is perfect hot or cold. Brewing information is on our 
website. Vacuum packed 30 gram tin (1.05 oz). 
#T0816 $39.80/tin 

Flavored Matcha
These great flavored matcha blends combine high 
quality matcha powder with cane sugar and natural 
flavor to create a delicious taste sensation. Try in your 
recipes for sweets, lattes, smoothies, iced beverages 
and more. Available in 2 sizes in silver foil bags

• Matcha Blueberry: #T0977  
• Matcha Vanilla, Organic: #T0978   
• Matcha Raspberry, Organic: #T0979 

$3.95/1oz bag | $14.50/4 oz bag

Brewing info & matcha accessories are 
available on svtea.com

Japan Green Gabalong  
This exceptional tea is produced in a distinctive way 
that results in the leaves tasting reminiscent of being 
freshly harvested. The tea brews to an olive-green cup 
with a very aromatic fragrance and a taste that is unique 
with soft buttery notes and full smooth flavor.
#T1072 $115.20/lb  |  1oz $7.50/oz

Sencha  
This long-leafed green tea is the most popular green 
tea in Japan today. The leaves produce a refreshing tea 
with a subtle mixture of sweetness, bitterness and fresh 
green scent. 
#T0176 $65.65/lb  |  1oz $4.40/oz

Japanese Sencha, Organic 
This grade B sencha, with its dark green leaves  
and delightful vegetal aroma, has more body than  
our regular Japanese sencha. The tea brews to a light  
green cup with a hint of earthiness and a smooth fresh 
sweet taste.
#T1053 $59.40/lb  |  1oz $4.00/oz

Korea  
Korean Green Jeoncha, Organic 
These beautiful, large green 2nd flush leaves, with their 
fresh picked aroma, are grown at the foothills of Mount 
Halla,on the island of Jeju. The leaves brew to a pale 
green cup with a fresh, popcorn aroma and a toasty, 
vegetal taste.
#T1045 $43.40/lb  

Korean Green Joongjak, Organic 
From the Seogwang Tea Garden located in Seogwipo, 
Jeju Island, South Korea come these vibrant green 
leaves with an exquisite vegetal aroma. The leaves 
brew to a light jade color with a delightful light, creamy 
vegetal taste. 
#T1023 $65.20/lb  |  1oz $4.40/oz  

Nepal  
Nepal Green, Guranse Estate,  
Organic 
The Guranse Estate offers exquisite organic tea from the 
verdant hills of Eastern Nepal in Hile, Dhankuta. Grown 
at altitudes between 3300 and 7200 feet above sea 
level, their tea bushes enjoy the same soil and climatic 
conditions as Darjeeling. The medium-sized twisted 
leaves produce a pale greenish cup with a fresh garden 
aroma and a light vegetal taste. Brew: 2 min. @ 175ºF. 
#T1087 $72.20/lb  |  1oz $4.80/oz 

Vietnam  
Vietnam Bac Ha Green, Organic 
These gray-green, well-formed leaves are grown in the 
mountainous region of northern Vietnam at an 
elevation of about 3,600 feet. When brewed the leaves 
open into large green leaves with a pale green colored 
cup, a steamed spinach aroma, and a full body with a 
vegetal, sweet taste.  
#T1046 $45.15/lb

Flavored Green Tea  
See more flavored green teas on page 16.

Island Peach Coconut  
This refreshing blend of gunpowder green tea with 
fruit flavors and flower blossoms has a light taste that 
is invigorating and unique.  The peach notes are more 
prominent while the coconut macaroon flavor lingers 
deliciously on the tongue.
#T0947 $30.35/lb

Pomegranate Acai Yumberry Green™  
A blend of green teas, fruits, flowers, nuts and 
pomegranate, acai and yumberry flavors that brew 
to a light pink color with a delicate fruity tart taste. 
Best brewed at 170º for 2 min. and served hot with 
additional sweeteners if desired. 
#T0790 $34.55/lb

Spring Blossom
This blend is made with green tea, rose petals  
and colorful flowers with the subtle, sweet taste  
of passion fruit. It’s beautiful to behold and  
absolutely lovely to drink! 
#T0778 $40.85/lb

White Tea
White teas are comprised of buds, or leaves 
and buds, that are picked the day before the 
shoots open. The buds are covered with silvery 
hairs that give the tea its distinctive light 
white-gray color. General Brewing: 2 tsp per  
8 oz. cup for 4 minutes @ 175ºF.

China  
Pai-Mu-Tan  
(Also known as Bai Mudan or White Peony) This 
beautifully styled, elongated leafed tea, with white tips 
and gray-green leaves, brews to a pale golden cup with 
a sweet, mellow taste. 
#T0469 $56.10/lb  |  1oz $3.80/oz

Pai-Mu-Tan, Organic 
#T0800 $54.65/lb  |  1oz $3.70/oz

Snowbuds 
This tea brews to a light ecru cup with a mild, light, 
palate-pleasing citrus aftertaste resulting from the 
brewing of these gray, olive-green buds, with their 
slightly curled, fuzzy white tips. These brewed buds are 
well formed and have a fresh “after-the-rain” aroma. 
#T0629 $78.80/lb  |  1oz $5.25/oz

White Pine Needle
This exquisite white tea is hand-picked from the buds 
of the tea plant and processed in the Spring. Their 
beautiful long, silver-green leaves brew to a vegetal 
aroma with a floral, dry taste and a refreshing aftertaste. 
Brew: 2 min. @ 180ºF.  
#T1050 $65.85/lb  |  1oz $4.40/oz

Kenya  
Kenya Pai-Mu-Tan White 
Grown in the eastern part of the Rift Valley, at an altitude 
of over 5,500 feet, these olive-green leaves brew to a 
light amber cup with an earthy aroma and a light fruit/
peach taste and an earthy after-taste. This Kenyan tea 
differs greatly from the sweet mellow taste of the China 
Pai Mu Tan.
#T1043 $57.90/lb  |  1oz $3.90/oz

Flavored White Tea  
Equally delicious hot or cold, these blends are 
sure to become favorites!

Strawberry Guava Tropical  
This delicate pink cup is truly scrumptious!  Our Pai Mu 
Tan white tea is the perfect base for the delicious guava 
and strawberry flavors, with their complex, fruity aroma 
and full flavor.  
#T0943 $54.30/lb  |  1oz $3.70/oz

Pomegranate Passion  
Sweet and delicious! This blend of natural 
pomegranate and passion fruit flavors has a heady, 
tropical aroma that translates perfectly into the taste.  
An extraordinary pink brew!  
#T0944 $54.30/lb  |  1oz $3.70/oz

White Ambrosia  
This tea is a winner with its enticing aroma and delicate 
slightly sweet taste! The delectable combination of 
white tea, cornflowers, orange blossoms and delicious 
apricot and mango flavors creates a truly exquisite cup.  
#T0895 $72.10/lb  |  1oz $4.80/oz

Yellow Tea
First developed during the Tang Dynasty, 
the processing for yellow teas has seen quite 
a few changes over the last roughly 1300 
years.  The object in making yellow tea is to 
remove the grassy smell and change the taste 
and color. This is accomplished by heating 
small quantities (under 500 grams) of tea in 
a frying pan then wrapping the tea in Niu Pi 
Zhi (Cow Skin Paper), an old style of paper 
that looks yellow, and allowing the tea to dry 
naturally for a few hours.  This process is then 
repeated, possibly for days, until the tea master 
is pleased.

Yellow teas, once popular in China, are now 
exceedingly more rare due in part to the 
tedious, complicated processing requirements.

China  
Sunon Yellow Tea  
This tea comes from the region of Sunon in the 
province of Anhui in China and has beautiful, elongated 
dark-green leaves. The tea produces a delicate yellow 
liquor with a nutty aroma and a light, smooth buttery 
flavor. Brew: 2-3 min. @ 175-185 
#T1112 $75.80/lb  |  1oz $5.05/oz

GREEN TEAS  WHITE & YELLOW TEAS
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Oolong Tea
Oolongs are semi-oxidized teas classified 
between green and black tea. Leaves range 
from bright green to brownish in color, are 
larger in appearance, and produce a very 
aromatic brew. Oolong teas lend themselves  
to more than one steeping. General Brewing: 
4-5 min. at 195ºF. 

China  
China Oolong  
This invigorating Oolong tea from China has a lingering 
flavor with a light earthy taste.
#T0012 $34.50/lb

Goddess Of Mercy Oolong (Ti Kuan Yin)  
A superior grade of China Oolong with a bold and 
invigorating flavor. 
#T0014 $45.40/lb

China Milky Oolong  
These tightly curled dark green leaves brew to a delicate 
green cup with a light, smooth, sweet and creamy taste.
#T0908 $66.40/lb  |  1oz $4.45/oz

China Oolong Shui Xian, Organic  
From the Wuyi Mountains in northern Fujian, located 
at an altitude of 2900 feet, comes this enchanting 
organic tea. Shui Xian, which translates to Water Sprite 
or Narcissus, is a cultivar of camellia sinensis that first 
came onto the market in approximately 1821AD during 
the Qing Dynasty. The black elongated leaves yield a 
light amber cup with a delightful sweet earthy taste and 
a touch of smoke. 
#T1111 $66.70/lb  |  1oz $4.50/oz

China Red Oolong, Organic 
Grown in the Anhui province in Eastern China, these 
large black twisted leaves produce a deep bright 
amber cup with a sweet earthy aroma. The brew has 
a good body and a sweet toasty and earthy/woodsy 
taste. Enjoy anytime of the day!
#T1065 $86.40/lb  |  1oz $5.70/oz

Nepal  
Nepal Silvery Oolong Kanchanjangha, 
Organic 
This high-quality oolong tea is beautiful to behold and 
delightful to taste. With an abundance of white tips, 
the long, twisted, curly brown leaves, brew to a pale 
amber cup. You’ll savor the smooth, delicate, slightly 
sweet medium body taste that makes this tea an all-day 
sipper. Brew: 3-4 min. @ 194ºF. 
#T1039 $118.50/lb  |  1oz $7.75/oz   

Taiwan (Formosa)  
Formosa Oolong  
The qualities of both black and green teas meet in this 
Oolong. The tea yields a non-astringent, sparkling cup 
with full body and tawny color. 
#T0013 $30.65/lb 

Formosa Fancy Oolong
The large brown Souchong leaves are interspersed with 
many white tips and brew to a fresh-picked aroma with 
a light amber cup. This fine tea is hearty tasting with 
honey undertones. 
#T0171 $114.80/lb  |  1oz $7.50/oz

Formosa Jade Oolong  
The tightly rolled olive-green leaves open into 
extremely large olive-green tea leaves. The pale ecru 
cup has a heavenly aroma and a light fruity, peach-like 
flavor. Brew: 2 min@ 185º. 
#T0346 $98.70/lb  |  1oz $6.45/oz 

Thailand  
Jing Shuan Oolong, Organic 
This oolong comes from the Chiang Rai Province in 
northern Thailand.  Located at an altitude of 1300-2300 
feet above sea level, the year-round warm temperatures 
and annual precipitation of at least 65 inches make 
this area a perfect place to cultivate tea. When brewed 
the dusty olive-green, tightly rolled leaves unfurl into 
amazingly long, curled leaves, producing a delicate 
green cup with a fresh vegetal taste, a good body and 
an aromatic citral taste. An Oolong to savor! 
#T0913 $111.20/lb  |  1oz $7.25/oz

Vietnam  
Vietnam Red Oolong – Kim Tuyen   
This exquisite oolong comes to us from Northern 
Vietnam, where some of the old tea plants are still 
partially grown wild. The large leaves resemble a black 
tea; however, the brewed cup is distinctively oolong in 
character. The aroma is bright with slight spice and floral 
notes, while the amber cup imparts a toasty aftertaste 
with a slight honey sweet flavor. Brew: 4 min. @ 212ºF.  
#T1047  $73.95/lb  |  1oz  $4.90/oz

Vietnam Imperial Oolong  
The tightly curled, deep olive-green leaves of this 
superior Oolong tea unravel to produce a pale green cup 
with a refreshing sweet and smooth taste. The tea has 
outstanding notes of honey with a slight spice aftertaste. 
#T0766 $103.60/lb  |  1oz  $6.80/oz

Flavored Oolong  
The world of Oolong teas just got better with 
these tasty blends! 

Creamy Toasted Coconut  
A perfect tea for afternoon enjoyment! This refreshingly 
light tea brews to an ecru color and tastes of baked 
goodies with an undertone of an earthy oolong. The 
rich, exotic aroma is accompanied by the smooth, 
delicious taste of coconut macaroon with vanilla 
accents. Great hot or cold! 
#T0945 $45.10/lb

Pink Passionfruit
This Passion Fruit Oolong is a winner! The earthiness 
of the oolong base is in perfect harmony with the tart 
fruitiness of hibiscus and the sweet taste of natural 
passion fruit. It brews to a rosé-colored cup with a 
heavenly aroma and a sweet, fruity taste. Try it hot or 
cold – you won’t be disappointed. 
#T0946 $39.00/lb

Oo-Mango-Long  
A delightful blend of oolong tea and mango essence 
is interspersed with golden petals that steeps to a 
light ecru cup with long olive-green leaves. The taste is 
sweet and refreshing, with a light mango flavor. 
#T0623 $36.50/lb 

OOLONG TEAS

Decaffeinated Tea
These teas are decaffeinated using the all 
natural CO² process. The advantage of using 
this process is that it leaves no residue on the 
leaf, thereby ensuring a better flavor in the 
cup as well as retaining more of the beneficial 
compounds inherent in tea. Brew: 3-5 minutes 
@ 212ºF for black tea, 2 minutes @180ºF for 
green tea. Also see naturally caffeine-free 
Rooibos teas.

Decaf Ceylon Orange Pekoe 
A tasty Ceylon tea, that brews to a bright amber color, 
with the full flowery aroma and mellow fruity taste of 
the Isle of Sri Lanka.
#T0042 $49.00/lb 

Decaf China Green 
The large, dark, greenish-brown leaves brew to a light 
amber cup, with a slightly sweet taste. This tea has more 
body than traditional green teas. Brew: 2 minutes @180ºF. 
#T0393 $38.75/lb 

Decaf Earl Grey 
Brews to the flavor and aroma you love in our regular 
Earl Grey. So delicious you won’t miss the caffeine! 
#T0043 $51.10/lb  |  1oz $3.50/oz

Decaf Iced Tea 
In response to many requests, we’ve added this version 
of our regular Iced Tea Blend. The addition of a “splash” 
of Earl Grey soothes and satisfies the palate on a hot day. 
#T0700 $49.35/lb 

Decaf Kenya, BOP  
This small leafed black tea brews to a bright, deep 
amber color with a delicate almost sweet taste. Brew: 2 
minutes at 212ºF. 
#T0231 $44.40/lb

Decaf Victorian Earl Grey 
You won’t miss the caffeine with this decaffeinated version 
of our outstanding floral tasting Victorian Earl Grey. 
#T0579 $52.25/lb  |  1oz $3.60/oz

JASMINE, FLORAL & DECAF TEAS

All teas can be purchased in 1 oz. quantities,  
divide the tea by 16 and add 30¢

Jasmine      Floral Teas
Jasmine tea is the most popular of all the 
scented teas and makes a wonderful choice 
for a delicious and relaxing afternoon “cuppa”. 
General Brewing: 3 minutes @ 190-195ºF.

Chung Hao Special Jasmine, Organic  
For all jasmine aficionados, this heavenly floral tea from 
the Fujian province of China, is one to try! The medium 
sized, aromatic, tippy, dark olive-green leaves produce 
a light ecru cup with a strong, sweet jasmine flavor. 
Brew: 3 min @180ºF. 
#T0912 $77.15/lb  |  1oz $5.10/oz

Dragon Phoenix Pearl Jasmine, Organic    
These tightly rolled, white-green pellets, impart a 
spectacular jasmine flavor! When brewed, the leaves 
unfurl into thin one inch long strands. This delightfully 
aromatic jasmine yields a pale, delicate, sweet brew. 
Brew: 6 balls in 6 oz. for 2 min @190ºF, 4 min for a 
deeper jasmine flavor. 
#T0892 $132.40/lb  |  1oz $8.60/oz

Floral Nectar  
Perfect for those who love lavender, this tea provides a 
delightful floral bouquet and tantalizing lavender liquor. 
The addition of a fruity flavoring in this blend produces 
a sweet aftertaste.  
#T0687 $31.90/lb  

Jasmine  
This tea is a scented oolong tea with a delicious jasmine 
flavor. The medium sized tea leaves brew to a pale ecru 
cup with a strong jasmine bouquet. 
#T0031 $36.85/lb  

Kashmir Rose  
The marriage of cardamom and roses creates an 
unusually bold, strong and spicy blend with a sweet 
and subtle rose aftertaste. 
#T0685 $42.30/lb  

Lilac Bouquet  
Romantic and subtle! This floral blend has a fragrant aroma 
that imparts a delightful flowery aftertaste on the palate. 
#T0690 $26.40/lb  

Rose Kissed Jasmine  
Enjoy the light floral bouquet of this spectacular 
combination of jasmine and rose petals. The tea brews 
to a light ecru cup with long green leaves and rose 
petal accents.  
#T0624 $35.80/lb  

Special Jasmine Black Keemun  
This delightful sweet Keemun tea comes from the 
province of Anhui in the eastern part of China. Careful 
production of the tea and the jasmine flowers creates a 
deep golden cup with a sweet, floral taste.  
#T1089 $88.95/lb  |  1oz $5.85/oz  

Violet Rose  
Sit back and savor the tastes of spring and summer 
with this delightful blend. The amber cup reveals an 
aromatically floral brew with the essence of violets and 
the sweetness of roses.  
#T0648 $29.95/lb  
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Aromatic   
Blended Tea 
Formulas for 14 of these aromatic blends  
date back to the early 1900’s, when Mr. Vail 
developed these exquisite blends.  
These are marked with a teapot 

American Breakfast 
These well-formed black tea leaves from India, Taiwan, 
China and Sri Lanka yield a bright amber cup with a 
full-bodied and malty taste and a delightful flowery 
bouquet. A perfect choice for your first cup of the day! 
#T0022 $28.00/lb  

China Restaurant 
Our blending of China black and green teas yields a 
light amber infusion, with a well rounded cup that has 
a slightly earthy taste and aroma and a delicate floral 
aftertaste.
#T0023 $20.25/lb  

Duke Cardiff’s Blend
George came into our retail store one day and asked 
us to duplicate a blend for him that he used to enjoy 
and could no longer find in the US. After hearing his 
description and tinkering around, we unveiled this 
hearty, well-rounded blend of China and Indian teas 
that has an amber cup with a light currant after-taste. 
George still comes in to purchase Duke Cardiff blend, 
as do many of you now. If you haven’t tried George’s 
tea yet, give it a try. We think you’ll add this to your list 
of favorites. 
#T0666 $27.65/lb  

Dunmore East 
Named for a small fishing village on Ireland’s 
southeastern coast in County Waterford. This delightfully 
bold blend of teas, with a golden cup, a malty flavor and 
a slightly fruity aftertaste was created to honor Cyndi’s 
wonderful memories of holidays in the village visiting 
her friends. This is one of our favorite blends — perfect 
“as is” but also delicious with milk or sweetener. 
#T0474 $24.75/lb  

East Frisian Blend  
Your day will get a real jump start with a cup of this 
hearty tea! The tea brews to a deep copper color with 
a rich, strong, full-bodied and slightly spicy taste. East 
Frisian is a perfect morning tea but one that can also be 
enjoyed all day long. 
#T0855 $26.45/lb   

English Breakfast 
These black, medium sized leaves produce a copper 
liquor that has a bright and fragrant cup. The tea is 
smooth and full-bodied with a malty aftertaste that 
stands up to a splash of milk or lemon. 
#T0007 $23.75/lb 

Fancy Assam 
To create an extraordinary cup, we’ve blended Indian 
teas to produce a bright copper cup with a fresh garden 
aroma. The hearty, maltiness of Assam teas are balanced 
by the medium bodied Darjeeling teas to create a blend 
that has a malty taste with a slight citral finish.  
#T0026 $27.65/lb  

Fancy Darjeeling 
The blending of Darjeeling and “sister-teas” produces 
a distinctive cup with a smooth, light taste that has citral 
notes and a malty finish.  
#T0027 $30.35/lb  

Glen Lochey 
These black and olive-tinged leaves brew to a deep 
amber cup with a bold flavor that is malty, slightly 
sweet, and smoky. The addition of Lapsang in this blend 
is perfectly balanced by the other teas, so the smoky 
aroma and taste is not overwhelming. A perfect “cuppa” 
to start your day!  
#T0588 $23.75/lb  

Highland Morn’  
This morning tea, with its sweet fragrant smell, evokes 
images of fields of wildflowers growing on hillsides in 
the summer. The medium, black, twisted leaves brew to 
a rich amber cup with a brisk malty taste and a subtle 
sweetness. 
#T0591 $27.30/lb  

Iced Tea Blend 
An old-time formula incorporating Sri Lanka, China and 
Indian teas, with a splash of bergamot, to make a bright 
amber cup with a smooth well-rounded taste. The 
subtle citrus notes make this an ideal blend for iced tea!
#T0029 $24.10/lb  

Irish Blend 
This blend of Indian teas, mixed with a dash of our Earl 
Grey blend, brews to a bright copper colored cup. The 
taste is full-bodied and robust with flowery notes. 
#T0030 $30.40/lb  

Irish Breakfast, Organic 
This delightful blend of organic black teas is a 
wonderful way to start the day. The black, medium sized 
leaves brew into an aromatic, copper colored cup with 
a full-bodied taste and a smooth oak-like finish.  
#T0809 $34.45/lb

Legacy Blend  
Jim Sr. loved all types of tea; however, this interesting 
blend that he concocted became his favorite, and one 
that always jump-started his day! The rich flavors of 
Assam and Pu-erh meld together into a dark amber 
cup with an earthy, malty and smooth tasting tea that 
can be enjoyed, as he did, not only in the morning, but 
throughout the day.
#T1117 $62.15/lb  |  $4.20/1oz

Lichee Congou  
If you haven’t tried this tea then you’re in for a surprise! 
Lichee Congou is a medium leafed China black tea that 
has been naturally scented with lichee and brews to a 
deep copper color with a sweet, floral taste. 
#T0032 $39.90/lb 

Mint-In-Tea  
This favorite afternoon tea is a blend of black teas and 
mint leaves, producing a refreshing cup that’s well 
balanced with a deep copper color and a subtle mint 
taste. Enjoy hot or iced for a year-round taste sensation.  
#T0033 $26.40/lb  

Morgan Blend  
Correspondence at the Morgan Library in New York City 
shows the association between J.P. Morgan and Mr. Vail. 
Back in the early years of the company, these esteemed 
gentlemen created a most distinctive tea blend. The original 
formula of Mr. Vail and J.P. Morgan is still used today in 
creating their unique blend of our Earl Grey, Lapsang 
Souchong and other hugger-mugger teas. The mellow 
smokiness of this blend is definitely an acquired taste!
#T0034 $26.20//lb 

Moroccan Mint 
Transport yourself to a land of desert sands, caravans and 
palm tree filled oasis, with this delicious blend of spearmint 
and green tea. This tea unfurls into large green leaves, with 
a pale ecru cup and a strong minty flavor.
 #T0370 $26.80/lb

Rose Congou 
During the drying process, China black tea is delicately 
scented with rose petals to produce Rose Congou Tea. 
The resulting brew is a fragrant copper colored cup 
with a slightly sweet floral taste. 
#T0035 $29.50/lb 

Russian Caravan 
This Russian style tea has a dash of Earl Grey but differs 
from standard Russian Caravan blends on the market 
as it contains no Lapsang Souchong (see our Smoky 
Siberian). Our original formula brews to a bright copper 
cup with a mellow, flavorful, medium-bodied taste and 
a lemon-citrus aftertaste. 
#T0036 $26.60/lb 

Scottish Blend 
A hearty blend! Teas from four countries unite to yield a 
deep amber cup with a full-bodied, rich, creamy, malty 
and brisk taste. It’s the perfect tea to start the morning 
or to accompany dinner! 
#T0734 $27.85/lb 

Simpson & Vail Blend 
Along with our Earl Grey, our Special Blend is a 
signature tea. The incomparable combination of Sri 
Lankan and Indian teas is our secret; however, you’re 
sure to enjoy its bright amber cup, fresh garden aroma, 
medium body, and brisk taste that leaves your palate 
with a refreshing flavor. 
#T0037 $26.70/lb 

Smoky Siberian 
Envision enjoying an invigorating and restorative 
mug of tea, while sitting at a campfire under the stars, 
after a long day trekking along the caravan trails. This 
traditional Russian Caravan, is a unique blending of teas 
from “around the world”, highlighted by the smokiness 
of Lapsang tea. 
#T0473 $30.25/lb 

Special Orange Blend 
Indian teas are mixed with a touch of Earl Grey and 
sweet orange peel to produce a deliciously fragrant, 
full-bodied tea with citrus undertones. A perfect 
afternoon tea! 
#T0038 $29.50/lb 

Earl Grey Teas 
Earl Grey 
If you enjoy the floral notes of Bergamot, this tea will 
become your favorite! This exceptional combination 
of Darjeeling, Assam, Chinese, and Sri Lankan teas, 
sprayed with the oil of bergamot has been satisfying 
our customers for generations. Beyond compare! 
#T0024 $27.00/lb 

Earl Grey Extra Aromatic 
For the “extreme” Earl Grey lover, we’ve added more 
bergamot oil to our famous Earl Grey tea. 
#T0025 $27.95/lb 

Citrus Paradisi 
We’ve combined our best selling Earl Grey black  
tea with natural grapefruit oil to create a unique taste 
sensation. The tea brews to a dark amber cup with a 
hearty, full-bodied taste. The aroma and taste of this 
blend is captivating and refreshing. 
#T0752 $31.10/lb 

Creamy Earl Grey 
The tantalizing aroma of this tea assails the senses and 
is rewarded in the smooth, creamy, velvet flavor that 
lingers on the taste buds. 
#T0750 $31.10/lb 

Darjeeling, Earl Grey, Organic 
We use Premium Darjeeling from the Ambootia tea estate 
and add natural bergamot oil. The resulting cup has the 
distinctive citrus characteristics of a classic Earl Grey tea 
along with the underlying delicate Darjeeling taste. 
 #T0293 $51.65/lb  |  1oz  $3.55/oz

Emerald Green Earl Grey 
A favorite among green tea lovers! We’ve added 
bergamot oil to our China Green Sencha tea, to 
produce a delightfully light, scented tea. 
#T0364 $29.55/lb 

Mrs Grey’s Blend 
An interesting black tea blend that has the fragrant 
aroma and flavor of our Earl Grey with orange and 
lemon peels that creates a refreshing taste sensation. 
Delicious when iced!
#T0709 $34.40/lb

Summertime Earl Grey 
Don’t let the name fool you, this tea can be enjoyed 
anytime of the year! The tea has a smooth, refreshing, 
light peach taste with subtle Earl Grey undertones. 
#T0751 $31.10/lb 

Victorian Earl Grey 
A step back into the past! This tea is a wonderful mix 
of Rose Congou, rose petals, lavender, rosemary and 
bergamot oil. Now a top seller, this tea has a sweet, 
floral taste that is adored by old and young alike. 
#T0334 $31.95/lb

James F. Harron, Sr. 
1936-2022
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FLAVORED TEAS

3 Tin Boxes | 3 - 1oz tins
Autumn Harvest  
See page 2. 

Happy Birthday! 
This box of celebratory teas will thrill your tea loving 
Birthday friend. This box includes: Birthday Blend 
(Herbal Tisane), Crème Brulée (Black Tea) and Carrot 
Cake Cupcake (Herbal Tisane).    
#C0286 $26.95

Spring Bouquet  
Welcome Springtime with this Spring Bouquet tea 
collection. This box includes: Lavender Lace (Herbal 
Tisane), Spring Blossom (Green Tea) and Violet (Black 
Tea).    
#C0284  $26.95

Valentine’s Day  
Celebrate your love with a delicious cup of tea!  
This box includes: Chocolate Caramel (Black Tea), 
Valentine’s Day Blend (Black Tea), Red Velvet Cupcake 
(Herbal Tisane). 
#C0282  $26.95

For Mom 
A Mother’s work is never done ... but when she wants 
to take a much-needed break, she can choose one of 
these lovely teas! This box includes: Victorian Earl Grey 
(Black Tea), Mother’s Day Blend (Herbal Tisane) and 
Women’s Tonic (Herbal Tisane).   
#C0283 $26.95

For Dad 
Show your love for Dad with this flavorful collection of 
teas. This box includes: Father’s Day Blend (Black Tea), 
Earl Grey (Black Tea) and Men’s Tonic (Herbal Tisane).    
#C0285 $26.95

Sleep & Relax 
See page 25. 

5 Tin Boxes | 5 - 1oz tins
Holiday  
Enjoy all your favorite flavors this ho-ho-holiday season 
in this gift box. Teas included are: Organic Candy Cane, 
Gingerbread, Holiday Blend, St. Nicks and Winter 
Wonderland.    
#C0279 $34.95

Literary
This box of bookish blends contains the top 5 authors 
in our literary line. This box includes: Louisa May Alcott, 
Jane Austen, Emily Dickinson, Edgar Allan Poe and 
William Shakespeare.  
#C0277  $34.95

Dessert
A box of our most popular, scrumptious dessert teas!  
This box includes: Almond Sugar Cookie, Apple 
Cinnamon Coffeecake, our award-winning Blueberry 
Cinnamon Crumble, Crème Brulée and Snickerdoodle.   
#C0278 $34.95

These tin boxes make fabulous gifts 
for your loved ones. Each box offers  
an assortment of tea tins and 
contains a decorative card with tea 
descriptions, ingredients and brewing 
information. The clear top tins allow 
you to see each beautiful tea before 
making your selection. The tins are 
packaged in lovely black gift boxes 
and secured with colorful bands.
Each 1 oz tin will make approx.  
10 cups of tea

SAMPLER BOXES

Flavored Teas
We blend all these delicious teas right here at 
Simpson & Vail using only the finest spices, 
flavors, fruits and flowers available. All are 
certified kosher and are blended in small 
batches to ensure freshness. Teas marked with 
an * use All-Natural flavorings. Our Holiday 
teas, marked with a “❆”, are delicious no matter 
what time of the year. Decaffeinated varieties 
and more information about all of our flavored 
teas can be found on our website. Available in 
protective-lined bags or in 4oz tins. 

Black Tea   
Almond  #T0050
Apple Cinnamon French Toast #T0985
Apple Sage* #T0987
Apricot  #T0053
August Peach  #T0318
Blackberry  #T0054
Black Currant  #T0055
Blue Mist  #T0475
Chai*  #T0286
Chai French Vanilla  #T0672
Chocolate Mint  #T0056
Coconut #T0057
Cozy Comfort #T0928
Father’s Day #T1116
Forget-Me-Not #T0476
French Vanilla  #T0164
Ginger Pear  #T0780
Gingerbread  #T0902
Gooseberry  #T0152
Hazelnut  #T0169
Holiday Blend  #T0213
Lemon Ginger*  #T0479
Lemon*  #T0060 
Mango  #T0061
Nutcracker  #T0795
Orange Cranberry*  #T0262
Orange Spice  #T0062 
Passion Fruit  #T0063
Peach  #T0064
Plum  #T0065
Pumpkin Spice  #T0694
Raspberry  #T0066
Root Beer  #T0320
Salty Caramel Pumpkin  #T0984
St. Nick’s   #T0926
Sweet Sizzlin’ Cinnamon  #T0791
Valentine’s Blend  #T0942   
Vanilla  #T0069
Violet #T0658
Wild Cherry  #T0070
Wildberry  #T0481
$29.40/lb  |  $14.70/8oz  |  $7.75/4oz  |  $4.55/2oz 
4oz tin $11.50 

Green Tea
Almond  #T0423
August Peach  #T0425
Celtic Cream  #T0777
Chai*  #T0427
Créme de la Berry #T0852
Figgy Pudding  #T1040

Lemon Ginger*  #T0493
Lemon (Jade Green)* #T0285 
Mango   #T0433
Orange Cranberry*  #T0434
Pear #T0510
$30.35/lb  |  $15.20/ 8oz  |  $7.95/4oz  |  $4.65/2oz 
4oz tin $11.70 

Rooibos (caffeine-free)
Hot or iced, flavored rooibos is a delicious and 
healthy beverage. Great for children too! 
Almond   #T0446
Birthday Cake  #T1115
Candy Cane, Organic    #T0901
Chai, Organic*  #T0323 
Dragonfruit* #T0976
Lemon Ginger, Organic*  #T0771 
Mother’s Day #T0782  
Roasted Chestnut  #T0983  
Root Beer #T0463
Sugar Plum Fairy  #T0941
Vanilla #T0467
White Chocolate Peppermint  #T1066
Winter Wonderland  #T0927
$31.50/lb  |  $15.75/8oz  |  $8.30 /4oz  |  $4.80/2oz 
4oz tin $12.05

Enjoy sampling different flavored teas with 
these delicious tea assortments. Each box 
contains 10 of the most popular flavored teas, 
packaged in decorative bags that hold enough 
tea for 6-8 cups of tea. Perfect gifts for flavored 
tea fans!

Flavored Black Tea Sampler  
This box contains: Almond, Almond Sugar Cookie, 
Apple Cinnamon Coffeecake, Apricot, Black Currant, 
Chai, Crème  Brulee, Gingerbread, Mango and  
Orange Cranberry.
#C0275 $30.95

Flavored Rooibos Sampler  
Found in this caffeine-free assortment: Birthday Cake, 
Blueberry Cinnamon Crumble, Caramel Walnut 
Shortbread, Carrot Cake Cupcake, Chai organic, 
Coconut Macaroon, Dragonfruit, Lemon Ginger 
organic, Snickerdoodle, and Winter Wonderland.
#C0276 $30.95
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Tease your taste buds with some of these delicious dessert teas.  
They’re yummy tasting and most have No Calories! Additional information 

and ingredients for all our flavored teas and tisanes is available online at 
svtea.com. All teas are packed in protective-lined bags or in 4oz tins.

Dessert Sampler Gift Box Sample 10 of our most popular delicious Dessert 
Teas! Each package makes approximately 6-8 cups 
of tea and is labeled with a colorful Dessert Tea 
label that lists the ingredients and their brewing 
information. 
#C0235 $30.95

DESSERT TEAS

Crème Brulee  
Creamy sweet goodness with a 
finish that tastes like caramelized 
brown sugar! #T0874

ROOIBOS “TEAS”
$31.50/lb  |  $15.75/8oz  |   
$8.30 /4oz  |  $4.80/2oz 
4oz tin $12.05

Blueberry Cinnamon 
Crumble  
This dessert tea is a winner! The 
reddish cup imparts a heavenly 
fruity and baked goodness aroma. 
When brewed, this herbal blend 
has a sweet, blueberry fruit and 
cake taste with slight accents of 
spice. Sugar-free and caffeine-free 
this deliciously smooth dessert 
tea can be enjoyed any time of 
the day or night.  #T1025

Carrot Cake Cupcake  
Smell the delicate aroma of carrot 
cake spices and enjoy sipping this 
full-flavored and fabulous blend.  
#T0896

Red Velvet Cupcake  
Enjoy the heavenly aroma of 
chocolate goodness with a 
perfect brewed balance of 
chocolate, rooibos and cupcake.  
#T0897 

GREEN TEA
$30.35/lb  |  $15.20/8oz    
$7.95/4oz  |  $4.65/2oz 
4oz tin $11.70

Crème De La Berry  
This refreshing and aromatic tea 
brews to a distinctive ecru cup 
with a light strawberry cream 
taste and just a hint of chocolate. 
#T0852 

English Toffee  
You’ll love the sweet, light, 
creamy butterscotch  
flavor.  #T0875

Caramel Walnut  
Shortbread  
This delectable blend brews 
to an amber cup with a nutty, 
buttery taste and deep caramel 
overtones that needs no 
sweeteners. #T0982

Coconut Macaroon   
This tea is smooth and creamy 
with the heavenly aroma and 
taste of toasted coconut. #T0869 

Cinnamon Chocolate 
Brownie, Organic   
The name says it all! The taste of 
homemade chocolate brownies with 
a hint of cinnamon – a decadent 
taste and a no-calorie treat! #T0870 

$30.70/lb  |  $15.35/8oz    
$8.15/4oz  |  $4.70/2oz 
4oz tin $11.90

Snickerdoodle  
From the moment you open the 
bag and smell  
the delicious aroma, to when 
you brew a cup and savor the 
taste of fresh baked cookies, 
it’s Snickerdoodles all the way! 
#T0981

BLACK TEAS
$29.40/lb  |  $14.70/8oz  |  
$7.75/4oz  |  $4.55/2oz 
4oz tin $11.50 

Almond Sugar Cookie  
Heavenly – with an aroma of nutty 
goodness and a divine taste! 
#T0854 

Baklava Tea  
One smell of our Baklava dessert 
tea and you’ll be anxious for 
the kettle to boil. The aroma is a 
heady combination of sweet and 
spicy while the amber colored 
cup has the buttery, sweet taste 
of Baklava and cloves. The 
combination is spectacular and 
will have you longing for your 
next sip. #T1026  

Apple Cinnamon  
Coffeecake 
Scrumptious taste with a lightly 
sweet toasted flavor and the 
delicious taste of apples and 
cinnamon. #T0859

Chocolate Caramel  
Thrill your taste buds with the 
rich, smooth chocolate taste and 
buttery aftertaste of this blend. 
#T0876

Apple Cinnamon Coffeecake
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St. Nick’s Tea
A Nutty & Nice tea for the 
holidays! Black teas are enhanced 
with the flavors of chocolate, 
roasted nuts and a hint of maple. 
The tea brews to an amber cup 
with a smooth, nutty, slightly 
sweet taste. It’s the perfect blend 
to enjoy on winter nights while 
you’re sitting by the fire. #T0926

Valentine’s Blend
No matter what time of year, 
nothing says “I Love You” like a 
great cup of tea! This well-
rounded, amber cup has a full 
flavor that lingers deliciously 
on the tongue. The aroma of 
decadent chocolate will draw 
you in, while the taste of rich 
chocolate and tart pomegranate 
will keep you coming back for 
more. #T0942 

HOLIDAY TEAS

Liven up holidays with these delicious, festive tea 
blends! Perfect for yourself and all your tea loving 
friends, these teas are available in decorative tins, 

double lined bags or in a gift assortment.  
Make your season bright with these fabulous teas.

Our holiday collection of teas can be enjoyed  
any time of the year! This gift box features all  
10 winter holiday teas, in decorative packages,  
and is presented in a lovely black gift box that  
is sealed with a decorative label.
#C0240 $30.95

Holiday Sampler Gift Box

Candy Cane Rooibos, 
Organic  
Fabulous hot or iced, this calorie-
free blend is sure to please. 
Made with green rooibos, this 
refreshing organic herbal blend 
has a taste that lingers delicately 
and deliciously on the tongue. 
#T0901

Sugar Plum Fairy
This organic green rooibos, with 
organic whole cloves, rosehips, 
hibiscus, sweet blackberry leaf, 
flavorings, vanilla beans, mallow 
blossoms and raspberry pieces, 
brews to a reddish amber cup. It 
imparts a fruity, heady aroma with 
a complex flavor that is a perfect 
balance of fruity, sweet and 
exotic. #T0941

Winter Wonderland
This smooth, warming tea is a 
blend of green rooibos with 
cacao and cinnamon and 
flavored with Bavarian chocolate, 
cinnamon and hazelnuts. It brews 
to a golden cup with the delicious 
aroma and taste of cinnamon 
baked goodies. Delicious for 
every season! #T0927

White Chocolate  
Peppermint
Enjoy the decadent taste of white 
chocolate and peppermint in this 
caffeine free, calorie free herbal 
blend. The taste of chocolate is 
present in the first sip and lingers 
deliciously on the tongue. The 
mint taste is subtle and refreshing 
and perfectly complements the 
chocolate. Treat yourself to a cup 
of this delicious brew any time of 
the day or night.
 #T1066

Roasted Chestnut
If you like chestnuts roasted 
on an open fire you’ll love this 
caffeine-free tisane!  The dry leaf 
has the aroma of nutty, heavenly 
goodness and the brewed cup 
explodes with this flavor followed 
by a light buttery taste. #T0983 

HOLIDAY FLAVORED BLACK TEA
$29.40/lb  |  $14.70/8oz  |  $7.75/4oz  |  $4.55/2oz  |  4oz tin $11.50 

Gingerbread Tea
Warm yourself inside and out 
with this aromatic black tea 
blend that emits a heady, spicy 
aroma when brewed. The flavors 
of gingerbread spices dance 
on your tongue, with no one 
spice overwhelming the others. 
Destined to be a spice lovers new 
favorite tea! #T0902

Holiday Blend Tea
This creamy tasting tea is perfect 
for the holidays or for any time 
of the year. Created to capture 
the flavors of the winter season, 
this magnificent blend of black 
teas, rooibos and peppermint 
has been delicately scented with 
vanilla and vanilla pieces. #T0213

Nutcracker Tea
A delectable tea for the holiday 
season combines autumn 
flavors with decadent chocolate 
mint and a touch of warming 
cinnamon. Nutcracker brews  
to a deep amber color with  
a creamy, refreshing taste and  
a heavenly aroma.  
#T0795

Figgy Pudding 
This colorful tea blend was 
perfected to usher in the holiday 
season; however, just a few sips 
and you’ll be drinking it all year 
long! Made with a green tea  
base, the tea has a full flavor with 
a smooth, creamy taste. Brew: 2-3 
min.@ 180ºF. #T1040

HOLIDAY FLAVORED 
GREEN TEA
$30.35/lb  |  $15.20/8oz   
$7.95/4oz  |  $4.65/2oz   
4oz tin $11.70

HOLIDAY FLAVORED ROOIBOS
$31.50/lb  |  $15.75/8oz  |  $8.30 /4oz  |  $4.80/2oz  
4oz tin $12.05
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Moonlight Snooze

Simpson & Vail is proud to present these 12 blends, carefully blended with 
herbs that have been historically used for a variety of health indications. 
Available in decorative tins, double lined bags or a gift assortment that is 

packaged in a lovely black box and sealed with a decorative label.  
This herbal collection is perfect for you and your friends!

WELLNESS TEAS

Wellness Sampler Gift Box You’ll enjoy 10 of our most popular Wellness 
tisanes in this gift box. Each package makes 
approximately 6-8 cups of tea and is labeled with 
the list of ingredients and brewing information for 
each herbal. 
#C0260 $35.60

Energy 
Try a cup of this delicious blend 
to increase your energy without 
jangling your nerves. The brewed 
golden cup of eleuthero root, 
organic cinnamon, orange peel, 
organic ashwagandha root, 
roasted yerba mate, organic 
astragalus root, ginkgo biloba, 
gotu kola, organic nettle, 
organic oatstraw, organic oat 
tops, organic ginger root, sweet 
blackberry leaf, and natural blood 
orange flavor, has a pleasing, 
balanced, light citrus taste. Note: 
Yerba mate contains caffeine. 
#T0916 $36.70/lb | 
$10.20/4oz pkg | $13.95/4oz tin

Lemon Tonsil Tamer 
We’ve taken our regular Tonsil 
Tamer a few steps further with this 
delightfully soothing and lemony 
tasting blend. Comprised of 
slippery elm, organic cinnamon, 
orange peel, organic ginger root, 
marshmallow root, organic lemon 
myrtle, and sweet blackberry leaf. 
You and your throat will love it! 
#T0918 $60.50/lb | 
$16.80/4oz pkg | $16.35/3oz tin

Men’s Herbal Tonic 
(formerly Adam’s Delight) These 
herbs have been revered for 
centuries as tonics for men. A 
spicy tasting blend of Eleuthero 
Root, organic cinnamon bark, 
organic ginger root, sarsaparilla 
root, organic tulsi, nutmeg, 
organic cardamom, orange peel, 
organic cloves, organic saw 
palmetto berries, organic anise 
seed and fo ti. 
#T0226 $47.15/lb | 
$13.10/4oz pkg | $16.85/4oz tin

Moonlight Snooze 
Sail to slumberland on a 
moonbeam. Try a cup of our 
relaxing nighttime remedy of 
valerian root, passion flower, 
linden, jasmine blossoms and 
organic lemon myrtle. 
#T0210 $60.50/lb | 
$16.80/4oz pkg | $16.35/3oz tin

Pomegranate Detox  
This detox blend is a winner! 
The combination of dandelion 
root, burdock root, organic milk 
thistle, eleuthero root, hibiscus, 
organic green rooibos, orange 
peel, natural pomegranate flavor, 
organic ginger root, organic tulsi, 
and sweet blackberry leaf, brews 
to a pinkish cup with a fruity 
aroma and a pleasing, slightly 
sweet taste.
#T0917 $35.30/lb |  
$9.80/4oz pkg | $13.55/4oz tin

Sniffle Slayer  
Slay those sniffles with this 
delicious and soothing herbal 
blend! This tisane of organic 
green rooibos, organic lemon 
myrtle, organic ginger root, 
organic tulsi, peppermint and 
elderflowers has a subdued 
lemon taste, followed by a minty 
aftertaste. 
#T0919 $29.50/lb |  
$8.20/4oz pkg | $11.95/4oz tin

Tonsil Tamer 
A fantastically soothing cup of 
organic licorice root, slippery 
elm, organic ginger root, organic 
cinnamon, and orange peel 
will quickly help to ease a dry, 
scratchy throat without upsetting 
your stomach. Singers love it! 
#T0228 $48.95/lb | 
$13.60/4oz pkg | $13.95/3oz tin

Tumeric Ginger Citrus, 
Organic 
Turmeric and Ginger have been 
historically heralded for their 
health benefits. We’ve combined 
these powerhouse herbs with 
other flavorful botanicals to 
create an organic blend that 
brews to an orange-colored cup. 
#T1097  $32.05/lb |  
$8.90/4oz pkg | $11.75/4oz tin

Women’s Herbal Tonic 
(formerly Eve’s Garden) This 
blend contains herbs that are 
noted to tone and strengthen 
a woman’s system. Pau d’arco, 
chamomile, organic vitex berries, 
spearmint, organic red clover 
blossoms, strawberry leaf, 
organic tulsi, organic licorice 
root, wildcrafted cramp bark and 
organic nettle leaf. 
#T0225 $35.30/lb |  
$9.80/4oz pkg | $11.10/3oz tin

Calm  
Ashwagandha, lavender, 
chamomile and passionflower are 
revered for creating a sense  of 
tranquility. Breathe in the fragrance 
and exhale your stress away! This 
mellowing blend brews to a golden 
cup, with the delightful taste and 
aroma of fresh mango.  
#T1098 $51.10/lb | 
$14.20/4oz pkg | $13.35/3oz tin

Echinacea Blend  
The historically important herbs, 
Echinacea, Tulsi and Eleuthero, 
are blended with beneficial and 
flavorful ginger and lemon to 
create a healthy infusion. This 
combination of strengthening and 
supportive herbs brews to a golden 
cup with a zesty and invigorating 
taste. 
#T0237 $59.75/lb | 
$16.60/4oz pkg | $20.35/4oz tin

Detox 
These herbs have been 
historically used for their ability 
to aid in the elimination of toxins. 
Organic cinnamon pieces, 
dandelion root, burdock root, 
organic ginger root, fennel 
seed, organic licorice root, 
organic juniper berries, organic 
black peppercorns, orange 
peel, organic cloves, organic 
cardamom pods, pau d’arco, uva 
ursi, horsetail and parsley.
#T0731 $34.20/lb |  
$9.50/4oz pkg | $13.25/4oz tin
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Herbal Tisanes  
Caffeine Free

Simpson & Vail has offered herbal tisanes 
in our line up since the 1970’s. In the mid 
90’s we expanded our botanical offerings 
and added carefully crafted blends. Over 
the years we have continued to expand 
our herbal offerings using the freshest, 
most aromatic herbs available. These 
caffeine-free beverages offer unique taste 
sensations that you can enjoy all day long.  
General brewing: 5 minutes @ 212ºF.

Herbal Gift Box 
Enjoy this caffeine-free sampler box with 10 delicious 
assortments of our most popular herbal offerings 
including: Birthday Cake Rooibos, Blueberry Cinnamon 
Crumble Rooibos, Burgundy Blast, Caramel Walnut 
Shortbread Rooibos, Chai Organic Rooibos, Dragonfruit 
Rooibos, Lavender Lace, Snickerdoodle Rooibos, 
Sunny Afternoon and Tulsi Orange Cranberry Ginger 
organic. Each package makes approximately 6-8 cups 
of tea and is labeled with the list of ingredients and 
brewing information for each tea. The black gift box is 
sealed with a decorative label. A perfect gift for evening 
enjoyment! 
#C0262 $30.95 

Rooibos
This herb, also known as Red bush, is grown in South 
Africa. The brewed cup looks and tastes much like 
tea but is 100% caffeine free and is found to be rich 
in vital minerals and Vitamin C. This healthy beverage 
is deliciously refreshing with a rich amber color and a 
pure natural aroma. 
 #T0307  $20.50/lb  |  $5.70/4oz   

Rooibos, Organic 
#T0516 $24.65/lb  |  $6.85/4oz 

Green Rooibos, Organic 
Green rooibos is made by stopping the natural 
fermentation (oxidization) process of the tea just after 
it’s cut. This results in producing a “tea” with a light 
golden cup and a creamy, smooth taste. 
#T0807 $28.10/lb  |  $7.80/4oz  

Rooibos Earl Grey, Organic 
You’ll love this aromatic blend of organic rooibos with 
natural bergamot oil. 
#T0324 $29.70/lb  |  $8.25/4oz

Lemon Myrtle, Organic 
A uniquely refreshing and aromatic organic “tea”; the 
essential oils in the leaves are the world’s richest known 
natural source of citral (90-98%). Caffeine free and non-
acidic, Lemon Myrtle has an intensely refreshing lemon-
lime aroma and a taste that can be enjoyed either alone 
or in one of our flavorful, healthy blends. 
#H0066 $69.10/lb  |  $21.60/4oz 

African Outback, Organic 
The combination of our organic Rooibos and Lemon 
Myrtle makes this an outstanding and healthy blend 
with its pleasing citrus flavor. Delicious served either 
hot or iced.
#T0631 $40.50/lb  |  $11.25/4oz

Lady Myrtle’s Earl Grey 
A tantalizing blend of organic Lemon Myrtle, Rooibos 
Earl Grey, lavender and roses, results in a superior and 
pleasing floral cup.
#T0632 $38.90/lb  |  $10.80/4oz

Honeybush 
This delicious herb from South Africa has similar 
properties to Rooibos but with a slightly sweeter taste. 
Honeybush has no caffeine, a low tannin content and 
many healthful compounds. Delicious hot or iced!
#T0578 $29.70/lb  |  $8.25/4oz  

Handsome James “Children’s Tea”
When she was 7, Paulina Harron, our young “tea whiz”, 
made this special “tea” for her brother James. With  
a combination of Root Beer and Wildberry Rooibos and 
a sprinkling of many other varied herbs and fruits, she 
created a blend that is a delight for both girls and  
boys alike. 
#T0569 $29.50/lb  |  $8.20/4oz

Olive Leaf, Organic 
This delicious herb has been brewed for its medicinal 
properties for thousands of years. It yields a golden cup 
with a fresh, clean, refreshing taste.
#H0122 $37.80/lb  |  $5.25/2oz 

Athena’s Lemon Olive Leaf, Organic 
The aroma of fresh lemon greets your nose as you sip 
this delightful all organic blend of olive leaf, ginger root, 
lemon myrtle, lemon peel and lemongrass. The golden 
cup explodes with a lemony goodness that refreshingly 
lingers on the palate. Terrific either hot or iced!  
#T0931 $49.70/lb  |  $13.80/4oz

Turmeric, Organic 
The flavor of turmeric is distinct, pungent and warming 
and pairs well with the cardamom, ginger, cinnamon, 
lemongrass, cloves and black pepper.  
#H0129 $34.20/lb  |  $4.75 /2oz

Burgundy Blast

Note: The health information given in this catalog has not 
been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration and is 
not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

HERBAL TISANES
Japanese Buddha Ama-Cha
Ama-cha is an herbal tisane whose leaves come from 
the Hydrangea Macrophylla var. Amagiana plant. These 
large, well-formed, gray-green leaves have a very sweet 
and refreshing taste – a “little” goes a long way!  
Brew: 1½-2 min. @ 185Fº.
#T1044 $260.00/lb  |  $16.55/1oz

Tulsi, Organic 
This caffeine-free herb has been used for thousands of 
years for its healing properties. Tulsi brews to a golden 
color and has a light lemon-mint taste that is slightly 
earthy. Delicious brewed hot or cold! 
#H0108 $39.75/lb  |  $6.20/2oz

Tulsi Orange Cranberry Ginger, Organic   
This flavorful blend brews to a reddish amber cup with a 
mellow minty, fruity taste and light, sweet ginger notes.
#T0862 $34.90/lb  |  $9.70/4oz

Tulsi Immunitea 
This Tulsi blend brews to a golden hue and has a light, 
earthy, slight lemon-mint taste with gentle ginger notes.
#T0863 $40.70/lb  |  $11.30/4oz

Apple Pie Chai 
A tasty blend of apple pieces, orange peel, organic 
lemon grass, organic cinnamon chips, hibiscus flowers, 
rosehips, organic alfalfa leaf, and natural flavors.
#T0238 $24.85/lb  |  $6.90/4oz 

Berry Nice 
A wonderful berry blend that is delicious hot or iced. 
#T0350 $37.05/lb  |  $10.30/4oz

Burgundy Blast 
A refreshing herbal blend with acai and pomegranate 
flavors that brews to a bright cherry red color with a 
sweet, tart taste. Fabulous hot or iced!
#T0814 $29.50/lb  |  $8.20/4oz

Caribbean Splash 
This strong blend of citrus fruits will make your taste buds 
jump and leave a tingly feeling in your mouth. Try iced for 
a refreshing summer treat! 
#T0351 $34.20/lb  | $9.50/4oz

Herbal Chai Masala 
This distinctive herbal blend of classic Indian spices  
has a taste that is heavenly and exotic! The blend 
contains organic cinnamon pieces, cardamom seeds, 
organic black peppercorns, organic whole cloves, 
orange peel, organic ginger pieces, organic anise seed 
and Indian sarsaparilla. With our herbal blend you can 
enjoy it as is or add your favorite tea to create your own 
signature Chai.
#T0858 $55.80/lb  |  $15.50/4oz 

Currant Explosion 
This exceptional blend of black currants, rosehips, 
blackberry leaf, raspberries and currant flavoring brews 
to a golden cup with a smooth fruity taste.  
#H0071 $29.90/lb  |  $8.30/4oz

Lavender Lace 
This popular lavender blend brews to a golden cup 
with a flowery, minty, slightly sweet taste.
#T0208 $29.90/lb  |  $8.30/4oz 

Orange Cranberry, Organic 
This herbal blend melds together the fruity mouth-
watering tastes of oranges and cranberries.
#T0255 $38.50/lb  |  $10.70/4oz

Sunny Afternoon 
This sweet, light, refreshing brew has a rich taste of pear, 
accented with vanilla overtones.
#H0069 $30.25/lb  |  $8.40/4oz

Turmeric Chai Blend
From the moment that the spicy aroma wafts out of 
this golden brewed cup, to the second you taste this 
delightfully smooth and spicy blend, you’ll find utter 
contentment. The flavors that intermingle with one 
another are well balanced without being overwhelming; 
a cup to truly enjoy as is or as a latte!
#T1007 $42.10/lb  |  $11.70/4 oz

Venetian Sunset, Organic 
Relax with a cup of this flavorful, soothing blend of 
organic peppermint leaves, raspberry leaves and 
chamomile flowers. Try it hot or iced!  
#T0205 $40.70/lb  |  $8.35/4oz

Sleep & Relax Tea Tin Gift Box
Send a gift of relaxation!  This box contains 3 tins of tea (enough to make 8-10 cups of each tea) as 
well as a decorative card with tea descriptions, ingredients, and brewing information. The clear top tins 
allow you to see each of the beautiful teas before making your selection. Packaged in a lovely black gift 
box and secured with a colorful band, these boxes make fabulous gifts! Three soothing herbal blends 
included are: Moonlight Snooze, Calm, and Venetian Sunset.
#C0281 $26.95

Visit svtea.com for a large 
selection of herb, spice 
and fruit offerings.

HERBAL TISANES
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Shenandoah

Acadia - Maine
Acadia may be the fifth smallest national park by land 
area in the U.S. but it’s among the top ten most visited. 
About forty-five miles of carriage roads run throughout 
the park and are landscaped in part with blueberry 
bushes and sweet ferns. In honor of the lush greenery 
found in Acadia, our blend starts with a green tea base 
and blueberry flavoring to yield a golden cup that 
imparts a light, delicate infusion with a full blueberry 
flavor and subtle citrus finish. 
#T1057

Grand Canyon - Arizona
As Theodore Roosevelt so aptly wrote, “In the Grand 
Canyon, Arizona has a natural wonder which is in kind 
absolutely unparalleled throughout the rest of the 
world”. The soaring cliffs, deep canyon and extreme 
desert heat create a harsh environment; however, over 
1700 forms of flora still call the Grand Canyon home. 
Prickly pear cacti, that can be seen scattered throughout 
the canyon, served as an inspiration for this blend. This 
black tea blend has a sweet taste from the prickly pear 
flavoring and an earthy desert accent derived from our 
addition of eleuthero root and pau d’arco.  This tea 
perfectly represents both the majesty and splendor of 
the Canyon!  
#T1060

Glacier - Montana
With over 700 miles of trails, Glacier National Park is any 
hiker’s dream! Straddling the Continental Divide, the 
park allows for visitors to explore a variety of scenery 
from peaceful meadows to rugged mountains. Our 
delectable Glacier tea highlights the huckleberry fruit 
that thrives on their mountain slopes, forests and lake 
basins. When brewed the cup has a full, slightly tart 
taste with a smooth woodsy finish. 
#T1106

Great Smoky Mountains -  
North Carolina & Tennessee
The Smoky Mountains is the most visited park in 
the United States with ridge upon ridge of forests 
straddling the borders between North Carolina and 
Tennessee. With the great variety of hiking trails and 
scenic grandeur, this park brings visitors back year after 
year. The abundance of delicious blackberries and the 
haze that sometimes lays across the mountains inspired 
the creation of this black tea blend. The tea brews 
to a bold, amber cup with the taste of fresh picked 
blackberries and a faint smoky aftertaste.  
#T1058

NATIONAL PARK TEAS

WE DONATE 10%
of all tea sales in this line 

to help preserve

OUR BEAUTIFUL 
NATIONAL PARKS. 

For more information 
on the non-profits we’re 
currently supporting visit 

svtea.com

B
Simpson & Vail now offers 10 blends that highlight the 
beauty and majesty of our National Parks. Our country 
is unsurpassed in the vast amount of natural splendor 
that is available for all to enjoy! Thanks to the foresight 
of some early conversationists, large tracts of land 
around the country were put under protection from 
exploitation and development. These lands became 
part of the National Park system. We hope you enjoy 
these blends that were inspired by the flora found in 
and around these magnificent parks.
Colorful 4oz tins: $12.15/each 
4oz refill package: $8.25/each
National Parks Gift Box  
Found in this caffeine-free assortment: Blueberry 
Perfect for nature lovers, this National Park Gift 
Box includes a packet of all 10 parks. Each tea, 
inspired by the flora, colors, environment, and 
overall beautiful scenery of the parks, makes 
approximately 6-8 cups of tea.
#C0269 $30.95

NATIONAL PARK TEAS

Joshua Tree - California
As Minerva Hamilton Hoyt described 
Joshua Tree, “I stood and looked. 
Everything was peaceful and it 
rested me.” Her words perfectly 
summarize how the desert brings 
beauty through silence and 
solace. Our Joshua Tree blend, 
inspired by the unique Joshua 
trees, incorporates yucca root and 
agave on an herbal base. When 
brewed, the park’s famous sunsets 
are mirrored in the orange cup 
with streaks of pink. The taste is a 
delightful combination of sweet 
agave and tart hibiscus.  
#T1107

Shenandoah - Virginia 
This beautiful national park 
combines both the grandeur of 
the Blue Ridge Mountains and the 
lush forests of the Shenandoah 
river and valley. The blue haze 
that can sometimes be seen on 
the mountains gave inspiration for 
creating a blend that is both relaxing 
and refreshing. With the plethora 
of fruits, herbs and flowers found in 
Shenandoah, our green tea blend 
combines lemon, a hint of ginger 
and butterfly pea flowers to create a 
tasty misty-green colored cup with 
lively notes of lemon and a delicate 
elderberry finish. 
#T1061

Rocky Mountains -  
Colorado 
This majestic park in northern 
Colorado spans the Continental 
Divide and encompasses protected 
mountains, forests and alpine 
tundra. It’s best known for the 
Trail Ridge Road and their world-
famous breathtaking views of the 
park. Warm and comforting and 
reminiscent of hiking among tall 
forest trees, this black tea blend 
yields an amber colored cup with 
a light musky raspberry taste that 
perfectly complements the pine tree 
aroma of the sage. 
#T1059

Yellowstone - Wyoming, 
Montana & Idaho 
Known for its most famous spouting 
geyser “Old Faithful”, Yellowstone 
sits upon a volcanic hot spot 
covering almost 3,500-sq. miles in 
Wyoming and parts of Montana and 
Idaho. The park is a vacationer’s 
visual delight with its endless 
lush forests, canyons, rivers and 
hot springs. Our colorful blend 
is inspired by the vibrant hues 
circling the Grand Prismatic Spring 
in Yellowstone; the cacti that grow 
in and around the park, and the 
beautiful wild bergamot flowers. 
This fruity and flavorful tea brews to 
an amber cup with a sweet, creamy, 
prickly pear flavor and an underlying 
bergamot taste. 
#T1062

Zion - Utah
Distinguished by Zion Canyon’s 
steep red cliffs, this park is 
renowned for its many trails for 
hikers of all levels. An easy 2-mile 
stroll on a paved path ends through 
gardens of ferns and golden 
columbine, while  the hearty can 
take a strenuous hike to Angel’s 
Landing to see cross-canyon 
views and steep 1,500 foot drops. 
Waterfalls, hanging gardens, pools, 
cliffs and peaks, make this park truly 
spectacular! The abundance of red 
rock and the flora found in Zion, 
such as desert lavender, sage, and 
elderberry, inspired us to create this 
bold blend.  The deep red colored 
cup has a tantalizing aroma and 
brews to a creamy fruit and floral 
taste. 
#T1064

Yosemite - California
Located in California’s Sierra Nevada 
mountains, this park is famous 
for the towering granite cliffs of 
El Capitan and Half Dome, the 
year-round wonders of Bridalveil 
Fall that plunges 620 feet to the 
valley below, the giant and ancient 
sequoia trees and the breath-taking 
Tunnel View with its panoramic vista 
between towering cliffs. Many have 
described Yosemite as “refreshing,” 
so our blend reflects herbs and 
flowers found in the park, including 
spearmint and pineapple weed. This 
perfect marriage of flavors brews to 
a heavenly mint aroma, with a hint of 
pineapple to tantalize your senses.
#T1063

Woodland Tea Infuser  – see page 36
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We hope our line of literary teas will inspire you to re-visit some of these 
authors’ outstanding writings as you sit, relax, read, and enjoy one of these 

seventeen great teas. Each author’s tea comes in a colorful 4 oz. tin. 
Colorful 4oz tins: $11.55/each  |  4oz refill package: $7.65/each

Emily Dickinson  
Emily cultivated an extensive 
garden in which she grew jasmine 
flowers, cornflowers, roses, and 
many other flowers, plants, and 
herbs. We created a delightful 
combination of jasmine tea and 
rose petals that brews to a light 
ecru cup with long green leaves 
and rose petal accents. This 
delicate tea hits you with a strong 
jasmine taste that’s sweetened 
and mellowed with the subtle 
flavors of the rose petals. #T0961

Frederick Douglass  
Douglass was one of the most 
influential orators and writers on 
the subject of equal rights for all. 
He played a vital role in shaping 
American history and his beliefs 
on equality and inclusiveness 
continue to benefit us today. 
To commemorate this eloquent 
and powerful man, we blended 
teas from different countries that 
perfectly co-exist to create a taste 
that is strong and bold. #T0999

Edgar Allan Poe  
This dark, earthy blend evokes 
the damp tombs of Poe’s stories. 
It combines the earthy tones of 
Pu-erh black with the mellow 
smokiness of Lapsang and the 
slightest citrus hint of an Earl 
Grey. The dried beetroot turns 
the brewed tea a deep blood-red. 
#T0988

William Shakespeare  
Gardens, herbs, and flowers 
appear in many of Shakespeare’s 
plays. Our William Shakespeare 
tea blend is a combination of 
a few of the many herbs he 
references: lavender, roses, 
rosemary. This black tea and 
floral blend brews to an amber 
cup with a sweet, floral taste. The 
slightly earthy and woody notes 
are rounded out with the citrus 
taste of bergamot and sweet rose 
petals. #T0954

Henry David Thoreau 
Imagine sitting at Walden Pond 
enjoying a quiet, peaceful 
moment with a cup of this 
caffeine-free tea. The vibrant 
fruit and herbal blend has a 
fresh garden aroma that brews 
to a delightful red color. The cup 
imparts a mint and rose floral 
aroma and a taste that is slightly 
tart with earthy undertones and 
notes of rose and oats. #T1074

Fyodor Dostoyevsky 
Our Fyodor Dostoyevsky tea 
blend is an approximation of a 
typical Russian blend of the time 
and it recreates the flavors that 
he and his characters would have 
savored with its mellow, flavorful, 
medium-bodied taste and lemon-
citrus aftertaste. #T0955

James Joyce 
For Joyce, tea was an expected 
part of life, and it appears in his 
works as a routine part of the day. 
Our James Joyce tea blend, with 
its malty flavor and slightly fruity 
aftertaste, uses a distinctly Irish 
mix of black teas to mimic the 
type of drink he and his friends 
would have enjoyed. #T0960

Beatrix Potter,  
Organic 
In her stories tea takes the form 
of healing herbals like the one 
given to Peter Rabbit: “His mother 
put him to bed, and made some 
chamomile tea; and she gave a 
dose of it to Peter!” Our Beatrix 
Potter blend combines a soothing 
selection of herbs she mentioned 
with an organic green rooibos 
base that is both healthful and 
delicious for the young and 
young at heart. #T0957

Mary Wollstonecraft 
Shelley  
This heavenly blend was inspired 
by Shelley’s eloquent words in 
Frankenstein, “I feel my heart 
glow with an enthusiasm which 
elevates me to heaven…”. The 
tea brews up to a golden color 
with a sweet fruit taste and an 
undertone of chocolate that will 
elevate your taste buds. #T1073

Edith Wharton  
For our Edith Wharton blend we 
pay homage to her descriptions 
of the undercurrents rippling 
through fashionable society. We 
have combined a refined, high-
grown Darjeeling black tea with a 
little passion fruit and citrus flavor, 
a dash of spice and lovely flower 
petals to create a taste that is 
smooth and elegant. #T1000

Walt Whitman,  
Organic  
Our Walt Whitman organic tea 
blend is inspired by his beautiful 
nature imagery in Leaves of Grass, 
especially the poems he wrote 
about roots and herbs. This blend 
combines an unobtrusive green 
tea base with the earthiness of 
ginger and eleuthero root and 
the sweetness and acid bite 
of lemon (with lemongrass, 
lemon peel, and natural lemon 
flavoring). #T0963

Louisa May Alcott  
Combining almond and 
strawberry flavors, this blend 
brews to a delicious tea that is 
fruity and aromatic. It manages to 
be both sweet and light thanks to 
the Chunmee green tea base and 
the gentle floral notes added by 
the rose petals. #T0989

Jane Austen  
The delicate prose of Jane 
Austen’s novels is evoked in this 
blend that combines peppermint 
with a gentle touch of vanilla. 
Lavender flowers, which look 
lovely in both the cup and the 
gardens around Jane Austen’s 
estate, add a sweet floral taste 
that complements the mint and 
vanilla wonderfully. It brews to a 
refreshing cup with a cool mint 
flavor that’s softened by the warm 
vanilla and the sweet lavender 
flowers. #T0959

Lewis Carroll  
“It’s always tea time.” said the 
Hatter to Alice. To make this 
blend, we added fragrant violet 
flavor to an Indian Black tea 
and Rose Congou tea to create 
a deep amber cup with an 
incomparable bouquet and a 
flavor that is absolutely heavenly. 
The delicious sweetness and 
floral notes will remind your 
guests of the Queen of Hearts’ 
rose garden and the high-energy 
wackiness of Wonderland. 
#T0958

Maya Angelou 
Taking flavor excerpts and ideas 
from I Know Why the Caged Bird 
Sings, we blended black teas with 
pineapple, vanilla and orange 
flavors to create a delicately 
balanced and sassy blend. The 
addition of cloves brings a new 
depth to this taste, while the 
hibiscus adds to the fruity flavor 
and gives a reddish tinge to the 
amber cup. This mildly astringent 
cup has a lingering tart fruit 
and spice taste on the tongue. 
#T1024

The Bronte Sisters  
The Bronte family kept an orchard 
and garden where the three 
sisters, Charlotte, Anne and Emily, 
could often be found either 
gardening or taking long walks 
and enjoying nature. Our Bronte 
Sisters tea blend combines pear, 
apple, and gooseberry flavors to 
make a sweet and fragrant blend 
that’s reminiscent of an orchard 
stroll. The flavors in this blend 
meld together in perfect harmony 
and the taste lingers deliciously 
on the palate. #T0962

Charles Dickens  
Tea appeared in many of Dickens’ 
works and our Charles Dickens 
blend adds a flash of color to a 
traditional British tea. The blend 
is a hearty, well-rounded blend 
of China and Indian teas that has 
an amber cup with a light currant 
after-taste. #T0956

Henry David Thoreau

LITERARY TEAS 

Literary Tea Sampler 
Gift Box  
Sample 10 of our most popular 
Literary Teas.  
Each packet includes a colorful 
label with ingredients and 
brewing information and will make 
approximately 6-8 cups of tea. 
#C0233 $30.95
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Coffees of the World
The Simpson & Vail coffee tradition is as 
strong as our tea tradition, in offering you 
an outstanding selection of only the highest 
quality, high-grown Arabica beans. Our beans 
exhibit the hardness and uniformity of size 
that result in consistently excellent coffee. We 
are proud to offer selected coffees from around 
the world including Dark Roast, Organic, Fair 
Trade Coffees, and our own unique Blends. 
When ordering please specify: Bean, Drip, 
Melitta, Keurig, Perc, Espresso, 0r Other. 

Coffee Sampler Gift Box  
Looking to purchase a delicious gift for the coffee lover 
in your life and you’re not sure what they like? This 
sampler gift box is the perfect solution! Included in 
the box are 8-2oz packages (1 lb.total) of fresh roasted 
Arabica beans from around the globe. To keep the 
coffee fresh, each package comes in foil-lined kraft bags, 
labeled with information on each coffee. Your gift comes 
packaged in a lovely black gift box with crinkle paper. 
Selections include: Brazil Mogiana, Celebes Kalossi, 
Ethiopian Oromia (Fair Trade & Organic), Guatemala, 
Honduran (Fair Trade & Organic), India Mysore, Sumatra 
Mandheling Kasho and Vienna Roast. Please specify 
coffee preparation: Bean, Drip, Perc, or other.  
#C0263 $35.60

City Roast Coffees
Brazil Cerrado  
This sweet, well- balanced, mellow, low acidity coffee 
comes from one of the richest tropical savanna regions. 
It has a rich medium body, strong aroma, a hint of nutty 
flavor and a slight lemon finish.  
#C0218 $15.40/lb

Brazil Mogiana  
These medium roasted coffee beans, from the 
southeast region of Brazil, produce a mild bodied 
coffee with a balanced cup and a creamy, nutty (walnut) 
and milk chocolate taste.  
#C0212 $19.60/lb

Celebes Kalossi 
Grown on the island of Sulawesi, in Indonesia, this 
large bean has a full-bodied, strong, vibrant flavor and 
aromatic spiciness.    
#C0046 $18.70/lb

Choice American
A Colombian Excelso coffee, moderately aromatic,  
with a rich, mellow flavor and balanced acidity.  
#C0001 $15.20/lb

Costa Rica San Pablo Tarrazu 
A rich, full-bodied low acid coffee with a dry, bright 
taste and nutty overtones.
#C0047 $19.80/lb

Ethiopian Oromia,  
Organic, Fair Trade    
This wonderful Ethiopian Yirgacheffe makes a smooth, 
strong and floral roast. 
#C0259 $17.40/lb

Ethiopia Yirgacheffe  
A distinctly fruit-like and flowery coffee with some winey 
characteristics. 
 #C0112 $21.80/lb

Guatemala 
When you first smell this coffee, your olfactory senses 
are assailed with a rich fruity aroma, reminiscent of 
cherries. This complex, sweet coffee has hints of fruit, 
chocolate and caramel and a subtle smoky taste that 
keeps it from becoming overpoweringly sweet.  
#C0186 $19.60/lb

Hawaii Kona #1  
An outstanding coffee consisting of only large, perfect 
beans that yield a full-bodied coffee with a smooth, rich 
and sweet pleasant taste. 
#C0127 $61.10/lb

Hondura, Bird-Friendly,  
Organic, Fair Trade    
Grown at altitudes of 1220-1524m in Marcala, Hondura, 
this coffee brews to a super smooth, full-bodied taste 
that has mild acidity and prevalent chocolate notes. 
#C0287 $17.40/lb

Indian Mysore  
From Southwest India, this full-flavored, robust, winey, 
heavy-bodied coffee has low acidity, good aroma and 
deep color. 
#C0063 $15.60/lb

Java Plantation 
This medium roasted coffee comes from Timor Java a 
province of Indonesia. It has an unmatched aromatic 
spiciness, strong, vibrant flavor, low acidity, and a rich, 
smooth, full-bodied flavor. 
#C0009 $19.80/lb

Kenya AA  
A long-time favorite of the demanding European coffee 
drinker! Kenya AA has snappy flavor, highest acidity, 
and a rich and elegant smoothness in the cup.   
#C0010 $22.50/lb

Mocha-Java-Colombia  
These coffees are distinctive on their own, but once 
blended, they enhance each other’s characteristics to 
produce a smooth, flavorful, medium to full-bodied cup.
#C0012 $15.85/lb

Mocha Yemen Mattari  
The Bordeaux of coffees! From the southwestern tip of 
the Arabian Peninsula, this coffee is one of the finest 
in the world with its full-body and a dry, winey-like, 
chocolate after taste.  
#C0043 $18.45/lb

New Orleans Chicory  
This root lends a bittersweet tang to coffee. Make your 
own blend...traditional recipe calls for 1 part chicory to 
3 parts coffee; brew and add equal parts of hot coffee 
to hot scalded milk. 
#C0014 $12.80/lb 

Padang Sibolga  
From Indonesia comes one of the most full-bodied 
coffees in the world! The flavor and body are rich, 
smooth and relatively low in acidity. 
#C0148 $22.95/lb

Peruvian NoCo2,  
Organic, Fair Trade    
The world’s first carbon neutral coffee! A sweet velvet 
roasted bean from Peru. The entire carbon load 
from planting to drinking has been calculated and 
neutralized with native hardwood plantings at Pangoa. 
#C0257 $16.95/lb

Sumatra Mandheling Kasho  
A unique heavy-bodied coffee with a gentle and 
smooth acidity and a rich taste. 
#C0045 $19.80/lb

Sumatra, Organic, Fair Trade    
If you are looking for a coffee with a full-body and low 
acidity, then look no further!  
#C0162 $18.40/lb

Timor Atsabe, Organic, Fair Trade    
A unique velvet roast with chocolate tones. This bold 
roast is the first single origin from East Timor, from the 
village of Atsabe. 
#C0258 $17.40/lb

Tip Of The Andes  
Grown above 5,000 feet in the Andes, these European 
preparation beans produce a coffee rich in aroma, 
flavor and mellowness.
#C0017 $15.60/lb

Vintage Crop Colombian  
These beans have been selected and carefully aged for 
up to 10 years in dry and well ventilated warehouses. 
Under these conditions, the acidity disappears and 
is replaced by a syrupy richness while the full-body is 
maintained. 
#C0134 $16.40/lb

Dark Roast
Don Hilario  
This coffee is grown 4000 feet above sea level, in volcanic 
soil of the Apaneca Llamatepec mountain chain of El 
Salvador. Only the ripest cherries are picked and then sun 
dried and processed in spring water, yielding a coffee that 
is smooth, rich and flavorful, with hints of vanilla. 
#C0100 $14.40/lb

Fancy Vienna Roast  
A coffee that is darker than standard American roast 
but lighter than French. This coffee makes a strong, full-
bodied cup with a touch of spiciness. 
#C0003 $16.30/lb

French Roast  
This coffee is darker than Viennese but lighter than 
Italian roast and makes a somewhat bitter heavy cup 
with a pleasant spiciness.  
#C0004 $15.40/lb

Italian Roast (Espresso)  
The darkest of the dark roasts, Italian brews a very 
strong, bitter, black beverage. A delightful end to any 
meal! 
#C0005 $15.40/lb

Nicaraguan French Roast,  
Organic, Fair Trade    
From the Segovia region of Nicaragua, comes this 
incredibly smooth and delicious coffee. The dark 
roasted beans yield a full-bodied cup with chocolate 
and lightly roasted notes. 
#C0274 $16.95/lb

Blended Coffee
Anniversary Blend 
Our coffee drinkers here at S&V love this blend! We’ve 
taken specially selected aged South American Vintage 
beans and combined them with an Indonesian bean. 
The result is a smooth tasting, full-bodied coffee, with 
low acidity, a syrupy richness and an aromatic spiciness. 
#C0128 $19.70/lb

Brooklyn Heights  
This delicious blend was created for one of our 
customers, Geoffrey.  His blend is a wonderful 
combination of South American, African and Indonesian 
coffees that produces a full-bodied, rich, smooth and 
flavorful taste with a hint of citrus.  
#C0188 $17.75/lb

East Africa Blend  
This special blend of Kenya AA with darker roasted 
beans produces a heavier bodied cup with more 
richness. 
#C0006 $20.80/lb

New Orleans Style  
A blending of light and dark roast coffees, with chicory, 
makes this a full-bodied, brisk, breakfast cup. 
#C0013 $13.45/lb

Quarry Blend  
The deep Bordeaux taste of African beans are melded 
with a flavorful dark Central American coffee, producing 
a well-balanced, full-bodied cup, with a rich, creamy 
smoothness. 
#C0113 $20.40/lb

Simpson & Vail Special Blend  
Specially created by our tasters, this perfect combination 
of light and dark roasted Colombian Excelso beans 
yields a rich cup, with an aromatic, winey body. 
#C0002 $15.40/lb

COFFEES COFFEES
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1 lb. prices follow each description. For smaller 
quantities, calculate prices as follows: ½ lb (divide by 
2), ¼ lb (divide by 4). Note: Coffees are packaged in 
foil-lined bags. 

Decaffeinated Coffee
All our decaffeinated coffees are 100% high-
grown beans, decaffeinated by the Swiss Water 
Method - No Chemicals are used. The natural 
flavor remains, while 97% of the caffeine is 
removed.
Decaf East Africa  #C0064 $23.60/lb
Decaf Espresso #C0022 $19.20/lb
Decaf French  #C0021 $19.90/lb
Decaf Kenya AA #C0024 $24.95/lb
Decaf Mexican #C0019 $19.80/lb
Decaf Mocha Java #C0023 $18.10/lb
Decaf Peruvian French,  
Organic & Fair Trade  #C0220 $19.20/lb
Decaf Special  #C0020 $19.80/lb
Decaf Sumatra #C0168 $18.95/lb

Flavored Coffee
Treats for the coffee lover! Colombian or 
Decaffeinated beans have been naturally 
blended with select quality flavorings. Drink 
them alone or add a few beans to your regular 
coffee for a unique taste. 
 Regular Decaf
Amaretto #C0025 #C0026
Bourbon Whiskey #C0270 #C0271
Blueberry Cinnamon Crumble #C0255 #C0265
Cappuccino  #C0104 #C0105
Chocolate Almond #C0027 #C0028
Chocolate Candy Cane #C0248 #C0249
Cinnamon #C0029 #C0030
Cinnamon Hazelnut #C0108 #C0109
Gingerbread #C0242 #C0243
Hazelnut #C0031 #C0032
Irish Cream #C0033 #C0034
Kahlua & Crème #C0035 #C0036
Moose Tracks #C0246 #C0247
Pumpkin Spice #C0129 #C0130
Salty Caramel #C0244 #C0245
Tropical Coconut #C0253 #C0254
Vanilla #C0037 #C0038
Vermont Maple Nut Crunch #C0256 #C0266
Regular $16.65/lb  |  Decaffeinated $21.40/lb

For over 44 years, the Harron family has been bringing quality teas, 
coffees, and unique products to your home. 

Back: Jim, Paolo, James. Front: Monica, Cyndi, Paulina, Joan. 
(Congratulations to Paulina & Paolo on their recent marriage.)

Thank You!

COFFEES

Free ground shipping on retail orders over $50 
Within the continental U.S. If you are shipping to multiple addresses,  
each order must be over $50.

ORDERED BY: Customer Number:

Customer Name

Street Address

City   State Zip

Phone: Day (       )  Eve (       )

Email

 Check if this is a new address. Indicate old zip

 Check if this is your first order with Simpson & Vail

Ship to (if different from “Ordered By”):

Name

Street Address

City   State Zip

Method of Payment:

Card Number CID #

Check

Expiration Date:
Signature  

SEND GIFT TO: 

Name

Street Address

City   State Zip

Gift Selection  Gift Wrap (+$3.50)

Gift Card to Read

To Order:
Call: 800-282-8327 (TEAS) or 203-775-0240 during 
business hours M-F 9am - 4pm (EST), Sat. 10am - 4pm 
(Closed Saturdays In July & Aug.) or leave a message on  
our answering machine. Orders may also be mailed to  
P.O. Box 765, Brookfield, CT 06804, faxed to 203-775-0462,  
or svtea.com

DON’T RUN OUT OF TEA OR COFFEE!  
Would you like us to refill your tea and coffee order automatically?

I’d like to repeat my order for:

Check interval desired: Weekly Monthly Other

Sign up for our email newsletter by visiting our website at 
svtea.com or call us at  800-282-8327 (TEAS).

Send a gift! If you’d like to send part of your purchase as 
a gift, enter the shipping address below and any special 
instructions. Attach another sheet of paper if necessary. 
We’ll be happy to enclose a gift card with your greeting. 
Please check the box if you’d like the gift wrapped with 
coordinating paper and ribbon (+$3.50): #C0152

Gift Certificates: are sent postage free along with an 
attractive gift card and our current catalog. Specify your 
message and dollar amount, item: #C0080 
Emailed Gift Certificate: #C0273

Sales    Specials

Privacy & Email Statement: Simpson & Vail does not make our email list, 
mailing list or any customer information available to other companies. 
Notifications of special offers will be sent to you via email only if you have 
requested and signed up for the service by checking the appropriate box 
on an order. Check here to sign up  

Disclaimer: photos in this catalog are representational only. S&V is not 
responsible for typographical errors. Health information in this catalog has 
not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure 
or prevent any disease.  
Items subject to availability and prices subject to change.

Please note: one pound prices follow each tea and coffee. 
For smaller quantities, calculate prices as follow: 1/2 lb 
(divide by 2), 1/4 lb (divide by 4), or 1 ounce of tea (divide 
by 16 and add 30¢). For coffee please specify the type of 
grind: Bean, Drip, Melitta, Keurig, Perc, Espresso, or Other.

CATALOG 
NUMBER QTY DESCRIPTION AND COLOR CHOICE COFFEE 

GRIND
PRICE 
EACH

TOTAL 
PRICE

Shipping Chart: Your order will be 
processed within 2 days of receipt. 
For multiple shipments, add shipping 
charges for each address. Shipping 
charges may be subject to change

TOTAL PRICE OF ITEMS
ADD SALES TAX* (CT RESIDENTS ONLY)
ADD SHIPPING CHARGES (SEE CHART)

* Tax applies to accessories only, no 
tax on coffee, tea or food

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

for notification of  
new items & specials

SHIPPING CHART
0-$9.99 $5.95
$10-$19.99 $7.40
$20-$29.99 $8.95
$30-$39.99 $9.90
$40-$49.99 $14.20
$50.00 FREE

EMAIL GIFT CERTIFICATE: 

Name

Email

SIMPSON & VAIL, INC.

Gift Cards: 
Our lovely gift 
cards are sent 
postage free along 
with a copy of our 
current catalog. 
Specify any gift 
message and the 
amount you would 
like on the card. 
#C0273

Please note: As of August 1, 2022, we have a new website & ordering 
system. If you have a gift certificate that was issued prior to August 1, 2022, 
please call our office for information on redeeming these certificates.
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Devon Creams
A sinful indulgence! Both the Double 
Devon Cream and the English Clotted 
Cream are perfect toppings for cakes, 
fresh fruit and scones. The difference 
in these two creams is in the percent of 
butterfat contained in each; the Double 
Devon has 48%, while the Clotted Cream 
has 60%. Imported from England, these 
rich creams have a thick smooth texture 
and if unopened, are shelf stable for 12 
months. 6 oz. jars.   
$12.50/Each 
#F1455 Double Devon Cream 
#F1676 English Clotted Cream

Simpson & Vail Preserves 
The only way to have fresher fruit 
products would be to can them yourself! 
We’ve captured the finest sun drenched 
fruits and packaged them in large home-
style reusable farm stand jars (17.5 oz. 
jars except as noted). Old time country 
quality like Grandma used to make, you’ll 
love them! Ounce per ounce, these 
products are a great value. Made in the 
USA. 
#F1612 $10.95 Apricot Spread  
 (16.5 oz jar) 
#F1837 $9.20 Orange Marmalade 
#F1828 $11.50 Red Raspberry  
 Preserve  
#F1615 $9.45 Strawberry/Rhubarb  
 Jam 
#F1608 $10.20 Wild Blackberry 
 Preserve 
#F1609 $11.20 Wild Huckleberry  
 Preserve 

Thursday Cottage Curds
Imported from England, these sweet, 
rich spreads are ideal on scones, biscuits, 
muffins, tarts and cakes.  When blended 
with whipped cream your desserts will 
become decadent! 11 oz. jars. 
$10.70/Each 
#F1595 Lemon Curd 
#F1617 Passionfruit Curd

GOURMET FOODSGOURMET FOODS
Invisible Chef Mixes
These all-natural mixes, from Ohio, have easy to 
follow instructions so even the novice baker can 
create heavenly cakes and scones.

NEW! Cookie Bar Mix
Go nuts for this almond delight. 16 oz. package. 
#F2333 $10.95 Bourbon Vanilla & Almond

NEW! Cupcake Mix
These are too good to save for a holiday and  
good enough for every day.
#F2331  $12.00 Chai Latte (24 oz.) 
#F2332 $13.80 Pumpkin (23 oz.)

Scone Mixes
Do you love fresh baked scones? All you need to 
do is add heavy cream to these mixes and in about 
20 minutes your kitchen will be filled with lovely 
aromas and your tastebuds will be jumping for joy.  
Makes 8 large scones. 
#F2207 $7.95 Classic Crème 
#F2189 $9.85 Figs & Chocolate  
#F2186 $9.50 Ginger Lemon 
#F2206 $9.40 Praline Pecan 
#F2187 $9.50 Pumpkin Cinnamon Chip

Tea & Coffee Cake Mixes
Add milk, oil and eggs to these mixes and  
in approx. 45 minutes you’ll be enjoying fresh 
baked, scrumptious cakes with your coffee  
or tea. Makes an 8x4 or 9x5 loaf. 16 oz. box 
#F2183 $8.20 Almond Crème 
#F2328  $10.40 NEW! Citrus Pear 
#F2329  $9.95 NEW! Cherry Chocolate Chip 
#F2265 $10.30 Cranberry Pecan 
#F2264 $8.90 Lemon Poppy Seed 
#F2330 $9.50 NEW! Mocha Latte 
#F2250 $9.40 Vanilla Fig

J&M Tea Cookies
Made in Florida, you are sure to fall in love with 
these divine treats. Be assured, only the finest 
natural ingredients are used for the best tasting 
cookies you’ll ever find. Enjoy them with hot or 
iced coffees and teas, ice cream or by themselves 
right out of the box anytime. 6 oz. box  
$8.95/Each
#F2253 Lemon 
#F2254 Raspberry

Rustic Bakery Shortbread 
These decadent shortbreads are 
made with just the right combination 
of rich cream, butter, and sugar.  
A definite treat with your favorite  
cup of tea! 4 oz. box
#F2282 $8.95 Meyer Lemon 
#F2283 $7.95 Pecan Shortbread 
#F2284  $7.95 Vanilla Bean

Brittainy Welsh Cakes   
This lightly sweetened “cake” is made with the highest 
quality ingredients and baked on a griddle. Historically, 
miners and sailors would take batches of Welsh “cakes” 
along with them on their stays away from home. 
Available in Original with currants, Brittainy Blueberry 
with wild Maine blueberries, or Spice Delight with 
cinnamon, allspice, dried cranberries and white raisins.  
Made in the USA! 12 oz. packages. $8.80/Each
#F1453 Original 
#F1454  Brittainy Blueberry 
#F1497 Spice Delight

Bensdorp Cocoa 
Superb for baking and exceptional 
as a hot beverage! This pure 
unsweetened cocoa, from Holland, 
is blended from the finest quality 
beans in South America and 
southern Asia. [1 lb. bags] 
#C0091 $10.95

Cocoa Santé 
Tantalize your taste buds with these 
five unique blends made from 
organic cocoa, organic cane sugar 
and nonfat milk. This is cocoa the 
way you want it: deliciously rich, 
made of high quality ingredients, 
and ready in only minutes. Just mix 
with hot water and whisk. 10 oz. cans 
(1 oz. pkgs available on our website). 
$13.50/Each 
#F0001 Azteca  
(with vanilla, cinnamon & chipotle 
pepper) 
#F0002 Kashmir Spice  
(with cinnamon, cardamom & ginger) 
#F0003 Mocha  
(with 100% Arabica bean coffee) 
#F0004 Nor’easter  
(with vanilla and malt) 
#F0005 Parisien  
(with rich dark chocolate flakes)

Bumbleberry  
Farms Honey
Delicious honey that you’ll enjoy as 
much as the bees that produce them. 
Each honey has distinct qualities that 
can be used in a variety of ways, from 
baking, to grilling, to marinades, to 
beverages, and more. All these honeys 
are bottled by hand in Somerset, PA 
and are True Source Certified®. (See 
our website for more info). 12 oz. jar 
$13.25/Each
#F2278  Blueberry Blossom 
#F2279 Sweet Orange Blossom 
#F2280  Raspberry Blossom

Frank Cooper’s Oxford  
Marmalades
Since 1874, Cooper’s, in England, 
has selected the finest Seville 
oranges to produce their classic 
English marmalades. Both the 
Original and the Vintage are thick 
cut or choose the Fine Cut for a 
more delicate texture. The Vintage 
is aged longer to bring out deeper 
flavors.  
1 lb jar.  $12.50/Each
#F0663 Original Marmalade 
#F0665 Fine Cut Marmalade 
#F0664 Vintage Marmalade
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English Betty Teapots 
Imported from England, from the renowned 
Adderley factory in Stokes-on-Kent, in 
Staffordshire, these classic hand-made 
round teapots are truly special. Made with 
terracotta red clay, these teapots are said 
to retain heat better than other clays. The 
Brown Bettys are fired with a deep chocolate 
brown Rockingham glaze, the Blue Bettys 
have a rich cobalt blue glaze, while our new 
Grey Bettys have a shiny grey glaze that goes 
so well with modern kitchens. The teapots 
feature an interlocking lid.  
Brown Bettys  
#A0466 $46.50 (2-cups) 
#A0491 $51.95 (4-cups) 
#A0467 $58.95 (6-cups) 
#A0468 $64.95 (8-cups)

Cobalt Bettys  
#A1917 $46.50 (2-cups) 
#A1918 $51.95 (4-cups) 
#A1919 $58.95 (6-cups) 
#A1920 $64.95 (8-cups)

NEW! Grey Bettys  
#A2191  $46.50  (2-cups) 
#A2192  $51.95 (4-cups) 
#A2193  $58.95 (6-cups) 
#A2198  $64.95 (8-cups)

NEW! Woodland Tea  
Infuser Mug
Enjoy the great outdoors as you brew your 
tea in this lovely white 8 oz. porcelain tea 
infuser mug with its vast array of flora, fauna 
and outdoor recreational images. A large 
moose decal is featured on the interior of 
the mug and on the lid, which can serve as 
a drip catcher for the superfine stainless-
steel infuser. A perfect mug for all who enjoy 
our National Parks tea collection and all the 
wonderful nature trails found throughout 
the USA. 
#A2203 $26.95

NEW! Matte Tea Infuser Mugs
Enjoy a relaxing moment as you brew your 
tea in a satiny matte-finished 12 oz. round 
infuser mug. The lid of the mug can serve 
as a drip catcher for the super-fine mesh 
stainless-steel infuser. 
$16.95/Each 
#A2199   Berry Red 
#A2200   Teal Grey

NEW! Matte Teapots 
 A perfect teapot for enjoying a few cups 
on a lazy Sunday. These attractive lustrous 
matte-finished 17 oz. teapots come with a 
fine mesh stainless-steel infuser.
$25.95/Each 
#A2201   Berry Red 
#A2202   Teal Grey 

Snap Mesh Teaball 
Tea by the cup! This 1 ¾”  
stainless steel mesh infuser  
has a spring-action handle.
#A0011 $3.95

Teapot Dripcatcher
To prevent any possible tea from dripping 
onto your tabletop, attach one of these 
stainless-steel drip catchers to your teapot’s 
spout. They work great and they can attach 
to almost any size teapot. 
#A2129 $6.10

Filigree Teafilter & Bowl
Our attractive stainless-steel tea filter comes  
with its own bowl to catch any wayward tea 
drops. The upper rim of the filter has filigree 
handles that make removing the filter from 
your small teapot or mug convenient  
and easy.
#A1958 $8.15

Mesh Teaballs 
Stainless steel mesh infusers with clamp 
closures.  
#A0365 $2.70 1 cup size (1-¾”diam.) 
#A0016 $2.85 2 cup size (2” diam.) 
#A0017 $3.00 3 cup size (2-½”diam.) 
#A0018 $3.35 4 cup size (3”diam.)

Paper Tea Filters
For home, office or travel, these tea filters  
are great for any teas or herbs, but especially  
for use with small leafed teas and Rooibos!  
Just pre-fill your t-sac paper filters with tea  
or herbs and place upright in a mug, or hold  
in place with the lid of a teapot; NO holders  
or attachments are needed. Made in 
Germany of chlorine free paper, these long 
t-sacs have a fold-out gusseted base to 
produce a better tea infusion. Available in 
four sizes; each box contains 100 filters. 
#A0621 $5.65 #1 (2-cup size) 
#A0622 $5.90 #2 (4-cup size) 
#A0844 $6.10 #3 (7-cup size) 
#A0623 $6.35 #4 (12-cup size)

Perfect Tea Scoop 
Get a perfect measure of tea! The long 
handle on our stainless-steel tea scoop is just 
the thing for reaching into ones tea caddy. 
Engraved on handle, “1 cup of perfect tea”. 
#A0760 $4.90

Permanent Tea Filters 
Imported from Germany, these double-
twilled stainless-steel mesh filters won’t 
impart any flavor to your tea and are 
fabulous for brewing smaller leafed teas 
and Rooibos. The filters have a heat-tolerant 
black plastic frame, with two convenient 
handles. The lid keeps your brewing tea hot 
and doubles as a drip-catcher. Two sizes are 
available: the MUG size (approx. 3”H) will 
fit most mugs or small teapots and the POT 
filter (approx. 3 ¾”H) will fit most teapots. 
#A0826 $12.85 Mug Size Filter 
#A0827 $14.95 Pot Size Filter

TEA ACCESSORIESTEA ACCESSORIES
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The Heart Chakra (Anahata) Yoga Teas
This line of caffeine-free chi balancing and 
chakra “teas” was originally created to support 
people in their yoga practices, however, these 
caffeine free blends are so delicious people are 
enjoying them “off the mat” as well. They  
come packaged in 1oz foil lined bags with 
colorful labels.

$4.10/1oz pkg

Namaste
In Sanskrit, Namaste means, “the light in me bows 
to the light in you”. This blend for universal love and 
acceptance brews to a deep floral taste with a lingering 
earthiness.  
#T1029

Shanti
Shanti is the Sanskrit word for “Peace”. A sweet and 
slightly earthy taste, with a light mint aftertaste.  
#T1030

Chakra Teas
In all living bodies there are believed to be 
numerous energy centers (chakras). Here in the 
West, the focus is often centered on the seven 
dominant centers, which run from the base of 
the spine to the crown. These blends have been 
created to support and enrich these centers. 
Suggested yoga poses and further information 
on these chakras are on our website: svtea.com. 

$4.10/1oz pkg

The Root Chakra (Muladhara) 
Try a cup of this earthy, grounding herbal tea to help 
you link to your foundation. The pink cup has a tart 
aroma and a slightly fruity taste of sweet spices that is 
sure to please.   
#T1031

The Sacral Chakra (Swadhisthana) 
This harmonious blend of herbs has a golden cup with 
a light earthy, spicy flavor and a delicate lemon and 
mint aftertaste. 
#T1032 

The Solar Plexus Chakra (Manipura) 
An energizing blend with a complex flavor that is 
smooth and has a lingering earthiness. 
#T1033

The Heart Chakra (Anahata) 
A delightful blend of love inspiring herbs that produces 
a pale pink cup with a floral aroma and a fruity, floral 
taste that is truly exquisite. 
#T1034

The Throat Chakra (Visuddha) 
An invigorating blend with a light red cup that has an 
initial fruity taste and a lingering hotness.  
#T1035 

The Third Eye Chakra (Ajna) 
This insightful blend brews to a light golden color 
with a heady aroma and a light floral taste with the 
pronounced flavor of lavender and rosemary.   
#T1036 

The Crown Chakra (Sahasrara) 
The perfect balance of sweet, spice and floral can be 
found in this blissful blend. 
#T1037 

Note: We recommend if you are pregnant or nursing,  
or have any medical condition, you should consult your 
physician before consuming herbal products.

Chai Blends    
These organic chai powder blends are a delicious way 
to enjoy a quick cup of tasty chai. Made in Germany, 
these selections are based on classic chai (tea) masala 
(spice) blends. 4 oz. pkgs.  
$9.25/Each  
#T1093 Mumbai Chai Latte (classic chai) 
#T1094 Masaala Chai Latte (ginger/chili chai)
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YOGA, CHAKRA TEAS, & CHAI

Traditional  
Our full 1-ounce “Texas-sized” bags make it easy to 
prepare delicious, refreshing iced tea --- perfect any 
time. This brisk black tea blend is made from orange 
pekoe and broken orange pekoe leaves that don’t 
cloud when brewed cold, making it the perfect iced 
tea choice for you and your guests.  With or without 
sweeteners, this traditional black tea is bright and 
refreshing.
#T0080 $8.50/box

Mango & Hibiscus
Fabulously fruity! This organic blend combines the 
sweet refreshing taste of mango, with the delicious tart 
flavor of hibiscus, to create an iced tea that is brimming 
with fruity goodness. It’s caffeine free so you can enjoy 
it any time of the day or night.
#T1096 $14.25/box

Moroccan Mint 
Transport yourself to a land of desert sands, caravans 
and palm tree filled oasis, with this delicious blend of 
spearmint and green tea. Traditionally, Moroccan Mint 
tea is served sweetened with sugar, although you can 
always substitute honey, agave, syrup or whatever 
sweetener you prefer. This organic tea brews to a 
golden cup with a smooth mint flavor. 
#T0992 $12.50/box

Lemon Quencher 
This organic black tea brews to a deep copper color 
with a fresh lemon aroma and a smooth, refreshing 
taste. It’s perfect for quenching your thirst on a hot 
summer day.
#T0993 $13.50/box

Pomegranate & Orange 
(Green Tea & Fruits) A delicate and delectable organic 
blend of green tea, herbs and natural flavors that brews 
to a pale pink cup with a light fruit taste. It’s the ideal 
beverage for cooling off on hot, muggy days. 
#T0994 $3.70/box 

Dragonfruit Fusion 
(Herbal) Perfect for lazy summer days, this organic 
green rooibos blend brews to a ruby red color with a 
tropical fruit taste. Caffeine free and bursting with flavor, 
this “tea” will be enjoyed by young and old alike. Add a 
little sweetener or seltzer to brighten up the taste! 
#T0995 $13.70/box

These teabags are also available in larger boxes.  
See our website for options.

NOTE: Iced tea in the refrigerator may turn cloudy. If this 
should occur, pour a little boiling water into the tea after 
removal from the refrigerator.

Somewhere in the world, it’s always warm and perfect for iced tea and we’re thrilled 
to offer these six delicious blends! The 1oz teabags are packed 8 per box and each 
teabag makes one gallon of iced tea. In addition to our traditional iced teabags, 
we also offer five Organic blends. Each of the six colorful boxes lists the specific 
ingredients and brewing information. 

ICED TEABAGS
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Shop Online 24/7 
svtea.com
We ship around the world!

Mon-Fri 9-4
Sat 10-4 |
Closed Sundays

Closed on Saturdays 
in July & August

Our Brookfield, CT Store
For Fast Service, Call:
800-282-TEAS or

203-775-0240
(8327)

Take Exit 7 (Route 7N) 
to the 2nd exit (Route 
202 East, Brookfield 
Center), turn right 
(202 North). At the 
next traffic light, turn 
left onto Station Road. 
At the end of Station 
Road, turn right onto 
Laurel Hill Rd. Take the 
third left onto Quarry 
Road. Simpson & Vail  
is on the right.

From Route 84 East or West:

Apple Cinnamon Coffeecake

Please visit www.svtea.com for information  
on curbside pickup, store opening and hours. 

Apple Cinnamon Coffeecake   
This slightly sweet, scrumptious blend has a lightly toasted flavor with the delicious 
taste of apples and cinnamon.  See our website for a yummy apple cinnamon cookie 
recipe using this tea!    

#T0859 $11.50 /4oz tin
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